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Look, new styling

The new Philips telephone
set is bound to interest
you. Consider the many
features which will appeal
to users. Look at the
light-weight, handy
handset and at the
flexible coiled handset
cord.
Look how easily it can be
moved about with just one
hand and how clearly the
digits stand out. Look at
the cradle guiding the
handset into position.
Listen to the crystal
clarity of the sound.
Listen to the adjustable
ringer.
Look, real efficiency

Time-saving features are
the single captive screw
with which the set can be
opened and another screw
that secures the selection
mechanism.Consider the
stock-minimizing fact that
three of five parts (handset, bottom moulding,
interior) are the same for
all versions (dial selection,
keyset selection, wall or
desk sets). Consider,too,
the stock-minimizing
standard harmonizing
colour combination:
two-tone grey.
Remember, finally, that
this shock-resistant set is
dust-proof, climate-proof
and suitable for all types
of exchanges. PHILIPS

Bound to interest you

How can you get
a tailor-made antenna
for a mass-production price?

Granger Associates
has the answer
now

G/A has introduced a newfamilyof 108different iog-periodic
HF antennas made from standard, off-the-shelf modules.
We can combine modules in any of 108 ways to give you a
Series 1700 log-periodic that's just right for nearly any point-to-point HF
circuit. The modules fit together to create the required frequency range,
radiation pattern, input impedance and power rating.
Modular construction is G/A's answer to the need for durable,
high-performance HF antennas at moderate cost. We've learned that you
can't build a satisfactory log-periodic without painstaking design and
precision manufacture—very costly when repeated for every model.
So we've done it just once for an entire family of log-periodics. That way
every model delivered incorporates all the benefits, but only a small
fraction of the cost.
Send for complete technical data on Series 1700 antennas now.

Granger

Associates
70

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

1601 California Ave., Palo Alto, California / Telephone: 321-4175 / TWX: 910-373-1691
Granger Associates Ltd., Russell House, Molesey Rd.,Walton-on-Thames, Surrey, England
WEybridge 44842

A world of experience

in BROADCASTING

...from low-power commercial
stations to "super-power" international transmission
.. ."super-power" transmitters carrying your
story to the rest of the world ... commercial
radio broadcasting installations in most of

the world's countries
AM, FM,
microwave and studio control equipment . . .
antennas, power supplies, buildings and total
system engineering . . . plus more than three
decades of experience in world broadcasting...
another application by Collins of Applied Information Science.

COMMUNICATION/COMPUTATION/CONTROL

COLLINS

COLLINS RADIO CO., Dallas, Texas, U.SA □ ^^adio^,

Hounslow, Middlesex, England

ITT TELMUNCATHNS REVEW
NOVEMBER, 1965

ITT—Leading in worldwide
telecommunications
ITT is the world's largest international manufacturer
and supplier of telecommunications and allied
electronic equipment and services. With 185,000
employees in 51 countries, ITT is the world's tenth
largest private industrial employer.
ITT's position as the leading accredited supplier
of telecommunication equipment to every major
government in Western Europe was established
shortly after the invention of the telephone in 1875
and has been maintained ever since.
Today, ITT companies supply the European telephone market with a range of products covering
every aspect of modern telecommunications. Among
them: public and private automatic telephone
exchanges, telegraph exchanges, telephone handsets, teleprinters, transmission equipment, complete submarine telephone cable systems, remote
control and signalling systems, and cable and wire
products of all kinds. In addition, ITT companies
in Europe are major suppliers to broadcast and
television administrations, international airlines,
railway undertakings, power generating boards, and
other public utilities.
ITT conducts major manufacturing operations in
five of the six Common Market countries (Belgium,
France, Western Germany, Italy and the
Netherlands), as well as in each of the Outer Seven
(Austria, Denmark, Norway, Portugal, Sweden,
Switzerland, and the United Kingdom). ITT companies also manufacture in Finland and Spain.
Backing ITT strength in Europe isa massive research
and development programme supported by a staff of
25,000 scientists, engineers, laboratory technicians
and other specialists at work in central laboratories
in the USA, England and France and in productdevelopment laboratories at ITT factories throughout the world. A few of the products of ITT
companies are listed and briefly described in this
Telecommunications Review for the benefit of
readers of the ITU Journal.
ITT World Headquarters,
320 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y., U.S.A.
ITT European Area Headquarters,
11 Boulevard de L'Empereur, Brussels 1, Belgium.
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QT.3-A/4 Amplifier

Type RX.11 Series Receiver

Complements in
communications
In a modern radio link station all equipment must
be to a uniformly high standard of quality. A transmitter with high, stability synthesizer frequency
control must be matched with an equally stable
receiver. STC supplies HF equipment to this standard. The QT.3-A/4 10 kW ISB and general purpose
linear amplifier for telephony and single or multichannel telegraphy, the fully transistorized RX.11
receiver with a stability of 1 in 107 per week and held
on tune to 1 c/s by motorised a.f.c., the ancillary
equipment, all designed for exceptional reliability
and maintainability. Both transmitter and receiver
have facilities for autotune with local or remote
control. Maximum ease of operation is combined
with minimum need for servicing.
Standard Telephones and Cables Limited,
Radio Division, Oakleigh Road, New Southgate,
London, N.11, England.

STC

Carrier terminal equipment
for up to 960 channels in ISEP
Carrier terminal equipment for transmission of up
to 960 channels over cables or radio links.
Transistors used throughout, reduced maintenance.
Mains or battery operation, low power consumption.
Complying with all CCITT recommendations.
Plug-in units, flexibility, reduction in floor space,
back-to-back mounting of bays, front access to
station cabling within the bay.
One channel translation bay comprising 120 channel
translators, 120 signal converters; this bay can be
complemented with group and supergroup translation equipment for supergroups 1 plus 2, inclusive
carrierfrequency generation equipment.
One group translation bay comprising 80 groups
translators for 16 supergroups. One supergroup
translation bay comprising 32 supergroup translators for two systems V 960 or 16 (15) supergroup
units with 16(15) A.G.C. units for one system V 960
(or three systems V 300).
One carrier frequency generation bay furnishes all
the carrier and pilot frequencies for a maximum of
2400 channels with duplicate equipment and automatic changeover.
Request your English, German, French or Spanish
brochure from:
Bell Telephone Manufacturing Company S.A., Radio
and Line Transmission Division, B.P. Building,
Jan Van Rijswijcklaan 162, Antwerp, Belgium.
Standard Elektrik Lorenz A.G., Transmission and
Navigation Division, 42 Hellmuth-Hirth-Strasse,
Stuttgart, Federal Republic of Germany.

Bell Telephone Mfq Co

SEL

More than 60 countries
know what Pentaconta* means
Pentaconta* is the most up-to-date Crossbar
Automatic Switching System. Already over ONE
MILLION Pentaconta* lines have been installed in
65 countries of the world, from New Zealand to
Ireland, from Korea to the southernmost tip of the
inhabited world "La Tierra del Fuego".
Originated in one of ITT's French companies,
Pentaconta*\s today manufactured and assembled in
ten countries by ITT Companies: Compagnie
Generale.de Constructions Telephoniques and
Le Materiel Telephonique, France—Bell'Telephone
Manufacturing
Company,
Belgium—Fabbrica
Apparecchiature per Comunicazioni Elettriche
Standard, S.p.A., Italy—Standard Electrica, S.A.,
Spain—Standard Radio & Telefon A/B., SwedenStandard Telephone et Radio S.A., Switzerland—
Companfa Standard Electric Argentina, ArgentinaStandard Electrica, S.A., Brazil—Companfa Standard Electric, S.A.C., Chile—International Telephone and Telegraph Caribbean Manufacturing,
inc., Puerto Rico, and tomorrow in India, Rumania
and Mexico.
*ITT Trademark
Request full information on the Pentaconta* system
from above companies or:
Compagnie Generale de Construction Telephoniques, 251, rue de Vaugirard, Paris 15e, France.

GCT

Loading submarine cables

HKS Crossbar System

A novelty in the range of telecommunication cables
manufactured by STK is a submarine toll cable with
built-in loading coils.
STK has for several years manufactured submarine
cables having polyethylene insulated pairs or quads
stranded together and armoured with a layer of
galvanized steel wires embedded in servings of jute
roving. In this type of cable the sea water gets
directly, in contact with the conductor insulation.
Since there is no built-in air in the cable, it can be
laid at any depth. For toll cable use, however, the
cable lengths have hitherto been limited to one
loading coil section.
STK has now developed methods by which loading
coils can be built into this type of cable at the factory,
thereby making it possible to utilize this inexpensive and robust cable type wherever inserted
submarine cables are required for crossing rivers,
lakes and fiords on buried toll cable routes. The
quads of the submarine cable are designed to match
the impedance characteristics of the carrier frequency quads in the buried toll cables. As the
mutual capacitance in the submarine cable is higher,
the loading sections in the submarine cable are
shorterthan in the land cable.
The loading coils are embedded in polyethylene and
placed end-to-end to form a flexible "sausage"
which causes only a slight increase in the cable
diameter for a few feet along the cable. This
"sausage" is armoured in the same operation as the
rest of the cable and can be paid out over the bowwheel of the cable ship as an ordinary cable.
Standard Telefon og Kabelfabrik A/S,
Cable Division,
Post Box 60, Okern, Oslo 5, Norway.

The HKS Crossbar System of SEL is a telephone
switching system for local and toll traffic. It meets
numerous application requirements due to its high
network and numbering flexibility and offers particular advantages for automation of telephone networks. Reliable components, adaptable trunking,
and automatic supervision and testing facilities
further ensure a high degree of economy of the
equipment.
Particular system features are:
Simple design—components operating in relay
fashion, and clearly arranged circuits facilitate
maintenance;
High operational performance—precious metal contacts, and reliable control ensure high transmission quality and low trouble incidence;
Flexible routing possibilities—registers and markers of different design allow flexible trunking;
Free choice of numbering scheme—facilities for
evaluation and assignment enable all types of
numbering schemes to be used;
Simple installation—prefabricated bay and uniform
construction allow quick installation and easy expansion of networks;
Extraordinary low maintenance requirements during
operation.
Standard Elektrik Lorenz A.G.,
42, Hellmuth-Hirth-Strasse, Stuttgart
Federal Republic of Germany.

Standard Tekfon og Kabelfabrik A/s
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Lightweights ahead!

Data by phone

STC lightweight headsets are designed for use by
private and public telephone operators. These are
fast superseding the use of the older breast-type
instruments. Main advantages are: Extraordinary
light weight, high degree of comfort, stability and
manoeuvrability and constant level of transmission
regardless of head movement. Made of nylon
plastic, and virtually unbreakable, the headsets are
available in black and grey (colours approved by the
British Post Office) and also in ivory. The "Rocking
Armature" principle—an important STC development in telephone receiver design—which gives
improved sensitivity and frequency response has
been incorporated into these instruments.
Standard Telephones and Cables Limited,
Telephone Switching Division,
Oakleigh Road, New Southgate,
London, N.11, England.

DATA BY PHONE . . . with up to 200 symbols per
second. The introduction of electronic data processing, into an ever increasing number of concerns,
has amplified the need for more rapid and efficient
data transmission. The risk of distortion on normal
telephone networks is in many cases not on a level
with the demands made by data processing techniques. ITT's system GH 201 is an error-detecting
and error-correcting data communications system
which makes the telephone network suitable for
data transmission. Data can be transmitted, symbol
by symbol, at speeds of up to 200 symbols per
second. Faults are detected by means of a combined parity check and carrier control, and correction obtained by retransmission. Only correct data
is recorded at the receiving end, thus simplifying
the subsequent processing. On long test runs,
under the most severe conditions, GH 201 has
shown itself to be a most reliable instrument, fully
able to meet the exacting demands of data processing techniques. The GH 201 is wholly transistorized and can easily be adapted to various kinds
of external equipment.
ITT's GH 201 is developed and manufactured by
Standard Radio & Telefon AB, Veddestavagen 9-11,
Barkarby, Sweden.

STC

Standard Radio d Telefon AB

ITT in Europe since 1879, employing more than 130,000 Europeans, 30 companies, 105 plants, manufacturing in
virtually every country in Western Europe. Enquiries for products should be addressed to Companies advertising.
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS
The Department of Nuclear Energy,
Telecommunications and Electronics of the S.A.C.M.
(Societe Alsacienne de Constructions Mecaniques),
rechristened ALCATEL, is continuing its cooperation,
dating from the beginning of the century,
with French Mail and Telecommunications
Administration.
ALCATEL designs and builds :

• long-distance telecommunication cables
with their carriercurrent multiplex
telephony equipment and repeaters.
• ALCATEL is carrying on investigations in the field
of pulse techniques.
In particular, it is building :

• equipment for long-distance transmission over normal
telephone circuits of binary digital data at the rate
of 1,500 pulse figures per second.
• delta-modulated multiplex telephone
equipment, particularly adaptable
to secret communications.
ALCATEL supplies and installs
most of French radio-broadcasting
low-voltage equipment.

• sound recording; modulation distribution;
fixed magnetophones.

mm
SOCIETE: ALSACIENNE
DE CONSTRUCTIONS ATOMIQUES,
DE TELECOMMUNICATIONS
ET D'^LECTRONIQUE
69 RUE DE MONCEAU, PARIS 8e

FRANCE

Marconi
COMPLETE TELECOMMUNICATIONS

WORLD-WIDE MODERNIZATION OF H.F. COMMUNICATIONS

MST

Aeronautical Radio of Thailand Ltd have
ordered MST equipment to provide vital
point-to-point air traffic control circuits
between Bangkok's Don Muang International Airport and other major airports in
South East Asia. MST is also being used in
South East Asia for another important
communications link, between Bangkok
and Singapore.
In the twelve months since it was intro-

duced, more than £2,000,000 of MST
equipment has been ordered by the Royal
Navy, the Portuguese Navy Cable and
Wireless Ltd, International Aeradio Ltd,
and Post and Telegraph services in Finland,
Ghana, Greenland, Kuwait and Portugal.
MST.? One man control. Complete
reliability. Reduced size. Rapid frequency changing. Smaller buildings.
More traffic. Less staff.

SYSTEMS
Surveyed
Planned
Installed
Maintained
MOBILE AND TRANSPORTABLE RADIO STATIONS
Over 700 complete, packaged, self-contained radio stations for medium and long
distance h.f. communications have been
supplied by Marconi's to the British Army,
Saudi Arabia, U.A.R, India, Sudan, and to
oil companies drilling in the North Sea.
The radio equipment is designed for simple

operation and stations are complete with all
ancillary equipment to enable teleprinter
and telephone communications to be
rapidly established by unskilled personnel.
Transportable shelters are custom-built to
stringent specifications and installations are
also built into a wide variety of vehicles.

NEW

100W H.F. S.S.B.
TRANSMITTER/RECEIVER
The Marconi H4000 is a new transistorized
transmitter/receiver for speech, telegraph
and facsimile fixed and mobile communications. 6 radio channels (1.5—15 Mc/s).
Simplex or duplex operation. S.S.B. or
compatible a.m. (d.s.b.) Tropicalized.
Mains or battery operation. Low power
consumption
(receive 23W, transmit
228W). Compact 10f x 7 x 17f in. (273 x
178 x 350 mm). Lightweight, 25 lb.
(11.4 kg.).

AUTOPLEX FOR
INTERNATIONAL TELEX
Much of Britain's overseas telex traffic is
carried by h.f. radio. To supplement the 30
AUTOPLEX ARQ terminals already installed at their new London Radio Telegraph Centre, the General Post Office have
ordered 24 more AUTOPLEX equipments
to provide for further expansion of international telex traffic. AUTOPLEX not only
makes it possible to use h.f. radio for telex
but by enabling automation to be applied
to the handling of radio telegraph traffic has
also significantly increased the capacity of
this b usy Centre.
v

POINT TO POINT
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
This journal is published three times a year,
and is concerned with the operational and
systems aspects of telecommunications for
user engineers or organisations all over the
world. The journal is published in English,
articles are summarized in French, German
and Spanish. Annual subscriptions, £1.2.6
($3.50) post free, may be obtained from
Dept. LX, The Marconi Company Limited,
Chelmsford, Essex, England.

Marconi telecommunications systems
The Marconi Company Limited, Chelmsford, Essex, England.

LTD/H62

ADVERTISE IN THE
TELECOMMUNICATION JOURNAL !
The Telecommunication Journal is the official organ of the International Telecommunication Union, the United Nations specialized agency for telecommunications.
It appears once a month in separate English, French and Spanish editions. It is read
by the senior officials and directors of all major organizations, both governmental and
private, which operate telecommunication services,

and it is a unique medium of

publicity for the manufacturers of equipment used in the management and operation
of such services.
For further information on advertising in the Telecommunication Journal, contact
Annonces-Service Post S.A., Wydackerring 140, 8047 Zurich (Switzerland)

New reliability in radio and teleprinter communica
tions

from

Mitsubish

Mitsubishi Electric presents a recently developed parametronic ARQ terminal system
designed to increase the reliability of radio
telegraph circuits. Designated the TZ-4 ARQ,
this equipment reduces error rates in teleprinter
traffic, while bringing a level of accuracy in radio
traffic that approaches that of the cable circuit.
Model TZ-4 ARQ provides a duplex system
(2x2 ch.) or a quadruplex system (1x4 ch.) in
a single cabinet.
Eight-extensors and foursubdividers are also included.
Model TZ-4
ARQ is designed in accordance with new
CCIR recommendation No. 342.
For further
information, a card bearing your name and
address and sent to Mitsubishi Electric, Tokyo,
Japan, will bring full particulars.

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC CORPORATION

Head Office: Mitsubishi Denki Bldg., Marunouchi, Tokyo. Cable Address: MELCO TOKYO

DIVERSITY
PERFORMANCE

with Single Receiver and Antenna

Manufactured under
U.S. Pat. No. 2,999,925

MODEL 1200 FSK DEMODULATOR WITH DISPLAY UNIT

For the FIRST time . ..
a low cost all solid state FSK demodulator, Model 1200, having a
patented Decision Threshold Computer providing optimum decision threshold with diversity performance.
Conventional FSK demodulators introduce errors due-to their fixed
decision threshold under conditions of selective fading on either
the mark or space frequencies. With DTC in the Model 1200
FSK demodulator, the normally deleterious effects of frequency
selective fading are used to advantage. The Model 1200, with
its variable decision criterion, compensates for the selective fading by varying its decision threshold to provide optimum decision.

FEATURES
Rapid tuning indicator for "Mark-Only/' "SpaceOnly," and normal FSK operating modes
Metering of audio signal input level and loop
currents
Operator selection of limiter or linear "twotone" mode
Optimum pre-limiter, pre-detection, and postdetection filters for best possible weak-signal
performance

On-the-air tests show, typically, a 16 db improvement in signal-to-noise ratio over conventional
demodulators
Unique "Mark-Flold" or "Auto-Start" circuit responding only to FSK signals
Entirely solid state construction
Shown with the demodulator is an accessory display unit (purchased separately) for providing
an oscilloscope display of waveform and tuning
information for up to ten demodulators

For further information write —

FEC

FREDERICK ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
HAYWARD ROAD, FREDERICK, MARYLAND • PHONE: 301-662-5901
INTERNATIONAL DIVISION
750 THIRD AVENUE, N.Y. 17, N.Y. CABLE ADDRESS: ARTROCKE

SIEMENS

encoding
130-14-41

Because machines understand only their own language,
all information that is to be fed to them must first be
encoded.
It is the goal of technology to automate this otherwise
time-consuming encoding routine. In telephone engineering, encoding has iong been automated: the telephone dial encodes all digits that are dialed into pulse
trains, while at the dial office translators decode this
pulsed information to determine the office area and
identity of the wanted party; for international calls the
pulse code is automatically translated into a multifrequency code at the point where the telephone network
of one country joins that of another.

SIEMENS & HALSKE AKTI ENGESELLSCHAFT
WERNERWERK FOR FERNSPRECHTECHNI K • MONCHEN

The Siemens Group has made significant contributions
to progress in encoding and transmitting dialed information:
1925 Long-distance a-c signaling introduced for longdistance lines exposed to influence of power
parallels
1928 1 VF signaling adopted by German PTT
1930 Inductive signaling introduced on sectionalized
party lines and long-distance dialing lines of private communications network of German State
railroad
1939 2 VF signaling adopted by German PTT
1960 MFC signaling adopted for transatlantic telephone
communication
New dial office switching systems call for new encoding
techniques for exchanging information between switching devices. In electronically controlled switching systems dialed information is fed to the markers in parallel code in order to shorten holding times.
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The use of axograms for the condensed presentation of shortwave propagation data
MILENKO ARGIROVIC

459

Some notes on pulse code modulation
SUBSCRIPTION RATE: For all
countries: Edition in three separate
languages: English, French, Spanish.
20 Swiss francs yearly for one language
edition, 30 francs yearly for two and
40 francs yearly for three separate
language editions. Single copy 2 francs.
For all information please apply to the
Editorial Office:
Place des Nations,
1211 GENEVA 20 (Switzerland)
Telephone (022) 34 70 00 - 34 80 00
and
Telegraphic address: BURINTERNA
Postal-cheque account: Geneva 12-50
Bank account: Societe de Banque
Suisse, Geneva.
ADVERTISING:
Annonces-Service Post S.A.
Wydackerring 140, 8047 Zurich.
(Telegraphic address:
ANNONCENSERVICE ZURICH)
Postal-cheque account: Zurich 80-8071.
Bank account: Union Bank of Switzerland, Zurich.
NOTICE — Opinions expressed in the
articles appearing in the Telecommunication Journal are the author's personal
opinions and do not necessarily reflect
those of the Union.
Material from this publication may be
reproduced in full or in part, provided
that the reprinted text is accompanied
by the following acknowledgement:
(ITU Journal).
The mention of specific companies or of
certain manufacturers' products does not
imply that they are endorsed or recommended by the ITU in preference to
others of a similar nature that are not
mentioned.
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SWITZERLAND
Among the countries which make up the Membership of the
ITU the Swiss Confederation occupies a special place. It has
been the home of the Union ever since there was one, first in
Berne and now in Geneva where it also harbours numerous
other international organizations. For the eighty years of the
Berne Bureau from 1868 to 1948 it actually ran the Union's
headquarters and supplied nearly all the staff. It provided
generous financial assistance for the construction of the new
headquarters building and has on many other occasions aided
the Union in matters of finance.
As if all this were not enough, it chose to act as host to the
Plenipotentiary Conference in the Union's Centenary Year.
The crowning moment in a glittering display of hospitality
took place on the morning of 8 October when, as reported on
another page, a special commemorative ceremony was held in the
federal capital of Berne to unveil a new tablet on the 50-year-old
ITU monument that stands in the Helvetiaplatz.
The President of the Swiss Confederation himself unveiled the
tablet and addressed the assembled delegates. In succinct and
unequivocal terms, he outlined and reaffirmed his country's
policy:
" As you all know, our federal Constitution has made permanent neutrality a principle of our foreign policy. For centuries our small country has held aloof from disputes between
other States. We are convinced that our consistent policy of
neutrality helps to foster international relations in a peaceful
world. The Swiss people is, however, well aware that such a
policy alone does not suffice. We consider it our duty to cooperate actively in the work of international organizations
which have a humanitarian, cultural, economic, social or
technical purpose. And I can therefore assure you that Switzerland will continue to support and encourage with all its strength
the efforts made by the International Telecommunication Union.''
These words of vibrant encouragement for the Union as it
embarks on its second century of existence do honour to the
country which has so actively and so selflessly helped to sustain
it during the first hundred years.
COLIN MACKENZIE
446
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headquarters

MEWS

PLENIPOTENTIARY CONFERENCE
DRAWS TO A CLOSE
Dr. M. B. SARWATE elected Secretary-General
and Mr. Mohamed MILI Deputy Secretary-General

rjnhe Plenipotentiary Conference now meeting in Montreux is drawing to a close.
It is scheduled to complete its work after nine weeks of meetings on Friday,
12 November.

Region B ( Western Europe)

Among its important decisions, it
elected a new Administrative Council
which it had previously increased in size
from 25 Members to 29. It also elected
Dr. Manohar Balaji Sarwate of India as
Secretary-General and Mr. Mohamed
Mili of Tunisia as Deputy SecretaryGeneral. A final election was for the
IFRB, the number of whose members
was reduced from 11 to 5.

France
108 votes
Italy
105 votes
Switzerland (Confederation) 105 votes
Federal Republic of Germany 93 votes
United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern
Ireland
88 votes
Ireland
78 votes

Region C (Eastern Europe and Northern
Asia )
Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics
Federal Socialist Republic
of Yugoslavia
People's Republic of Poland

94 votes
90 votes
79 votes

Region D (Africa)
Kingdom of Morocco
Republic of Dahomey

87 votes
74 votes

Other major decisions included agreement in principle that the Union should
have a Charter and that it should purchase the headquarters building before
31 December 1965.

ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL
The election for the new 29-Member
Administrative Council took place on
21 October. The following countries
were elected from the five ITU regions:
Region A (The Americas)
Argentine Republic
United States of America
Canada
Mexico
Republic of Venezuela
Brazil

90 votes
88 votes
87 votes
85 votes
59 votes
57 votes

Dr. M. B. Sarwate, the Secretary-General elect.

(Waldis)
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Federal Republic of Nigeria

74 votes

Democratic and Popular
Republic of Algeria

71 votes

Ethiopia

70 votes

Malagasy Republic

65 votes

Uganda

64 votes

Region E (Asia and Australasia)
Japan

102 votes

Commonwealth of Australia 90 votes
Republic of India

71 votes

Pakistan

65 votes

Lebanon

63 votes

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

55 votes

China

52 votes

SECRETARY-GENERAL
The election for Secretary-General took
four ballots on 28, 29 and 30 October.
On the final ballot Dr. Manohar Balaji
Sarwate, the present Deputy SecretaryGeneral, obtained 61 votes against
54 for Mr. Jean Rouviere, the Director
of the CCITT.
Born on 15 March 1910, Dr. Sarwate
is a Bachelor of Science of the University
of Bombay, holds the Diploma of the
Indian Institute of Science in Electrical
Technology and received his Doctorate
of Philosophy in Radio Engineering from
Liverpool University.

NEWS
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tion, he was elected Deputy SecretaryGeneral of the Union by a large majority.
He had previously had wide experience
of international work, both with the
ITU and with the International Civil
Aviation Organization (ICAO), in which
he was Chairman of several committees
and meetings. In the ITU, he had been
Chairman of the Study Group on Tropical Broadcasting of the International
Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR)
and was for some years India's representative on the Administrative Council,
being elected to the Chairmanship ot
the 1958 session. He was leader of the
Indian Delegation to the 1959 Geneva
Radio Conference where he was elected
Vice-Chairman of the Conference.
A founder member of the Institution
of Telecommunication Engineers of India, of which he was elected a Fellow in
1961, he is also a Member of the Aeronautical Society of India and of the
Institution of Electrical Engineers, London.
Since 1960, when he took up his duties
as Deputy Secretary-General of the ITU,
he has participated in a large number of
Union conferences and represented the
Organization at many other international
conferences and meetings.

DEPUTY SECRETARY-GENERAL
There were also four ballots in the
election for Deputy Secretary-General

After having been engaged on research
and development of aircraft radio and
radar equipment in the United Kingdom
from 1938 to 1941, he became an officer
in the Technical (Signals) Radio Branch
of the Indian Air Force where his work
was also largely connected with radar.
He rose to the rank of Squadron Leader
and was mentioned in despatches.
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on 2, 3 and 4 November. On the fourth
Mr. Mohamed Ezzeddine Mili of Tunisia
obtained 81 votes against 34 for Mr. Ezequiel Martins da Silva of Brazil.
Mr. Mili was born in Djemmal,
Tunisia, on 4 December 1917. A former
pupil of the Ecole normale superieure
of Saint-Cloud and of the Ecole nationale
superieure des telecommunications of
Paris, he was appointed a telecommunication engineer in 1946 and in 1948
joined the Tunisian PTT Administration.
In 1957 he was promoted to the rank
of Chief Engineer and made Acting
Director-General of Telecommunications
at the Ministry of PTT, in which capacity he has directed the modernization
and renewal of the Tunisian telephone
network, in particular by the introduction
of the automatic crossbar-type system.
In recent years, he has attended nearly
all the major conferences of the ITU and
of its International Consultative Committees.
In particular, he has been
elected Vice-Chairman and is now Chairman of the Plan Committee for Africa,
one of the regional committees of the
World Plan Committee. He has in addition represented Tunisia on the Administrative Council since 1960 and was
elected Chairman of the 19th Session in
1964.
Mr. Mili is a Commander of the
Order of the Tunisian Republic and a
Commander of the Swedish Order of
Vasa.

THE IFRB

The Conference decided that the
number of members of the IFRB should
be reduced from 11 to 5, one from each
of the five ITU regions. At the election
which took place on 4 November, the
following were elected:

From 1946 to 1953, he was with the
Civil Aviation Department of the Government of India, from 1948 as Director
of Communication responsible for the
development of the Aeronautical Communication Services in Asia.
In 1953, he became Adviser, Wireless
Planning and Co-ordination, in the
Indian Ministry of Transport and Communication and in this position was
responsible for all matters concerning
wireless planning and co-ordination
at national and international levels.
From 1953 on he was also Chairman
of the Indian Government's Radio and
Cable Board. At the 1959 ITU Plenipotentiary Conference, in which he was
Alternate Leader of the Indian Delega-
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Region A (The Americas)
Mr. Fioravanti DELLAMULA (Argentine
Republic)
Region B ( Western Europe)
Mr. Rene PETIT

(France)

Region C (Eastern Europe and Northern
Asia )
Mr. Ivan PETROV (Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics)
Region D (Africa)
Mr. Abderrazak

(ITU)

Mr. Mili, the Deputy Secretary-General elect.
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(Kingdom
of Morocco)

BERRADA

Region E (Asia and Australasia)
Mr. Taro NISHIZAKI
(Japan)
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COMMEMORATIVE
IN

NEWS...

CEREMONY

BERNE

n 8 October, the Swiss Government held a special ceremony in Berne in commemoration of the Centenary which was attended by the delegates to the
Plenipotentiary Conference.

O

The main feature of the ceremony
was the unveiling by Mr. H. P. Tschudi,
President of the Swiss Confederation, of
a commemorative tablet bearing the
names of all the States which were
Members of the Union on 17 May 1965
and affixed to the side of the monument
erected in honour of the Union's 50th anniversary in 1915.

International Bureau of Telegraph Administrations, custodian of the International Telegraph Convention. This
gesture by France was deeply appreciated by the Swiss people and its Government.
" The souls of the peoples are united
through the International Telegraph
Union." Such was the motto that had
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In the other, a man holds an open book
which represents the knowledge still
to be acquired to swell the heritage of
mankind.
And then we see
Charity, in one of its most eloquent
attitudes,
Fertility and the Riches of the earth,
symbolized by a young man and a
young woman triumphantly carrying
a sheaf of corn,
Sorrow,
Creative Work, a man moulding brute
matter into shape,
the Family,
the Defence of justice and of the oppressed, represented by a man wielding a
sword,

Music was played by the Fanfare PTT
of Berne, notably a special ITU Anthem
composed by Bernard Schule which was
performed for the first time.
Mr. Tschudi's address
Addressing the gathering, Mr. Tschudi
said:
Your Excellencies,
Plenipotentiary Delegates of the International Telecommunication Union,
Representatives of the Authorities of the
Canton and City of Berne,
Ladies and Gentlemen,
The Federal Council is happy that
you have graciously accepted its invitation to the capital of Switzerland.
It asks me to convey its greetings and its
hearty welcome on your arrival in the
federal capital. It is grateful to you for
having interrupted your important work
for a few hours in order to take part in
this commemorative celebration in tribute
to Switzerland and to Berne. On the
threshold of the second hundred years of
the Union's existence, we are gathered
here before the monument to the foundation of the International Telegraph
Union. According to a decision taken
by the Plenipotentiary Conference at
Lisbon on 11 June 1908, this monument
was to be erected in Paris, where the first
International Telecommunication Convention had been signed on 17 May 1865.
But by a praiseworthy gesture the
French Government courteously proposed, through its delegate, that the monument be erected at Berne rather than
Paris. In this way, France wished to
express its friendliness towards its small
neighbour—Switzerland—and towards its
Federal Council, which was at that time
the supervisory authority over the

(Waldis)

Mr. Tschudi addressing the gathering. In the background, the ITU monument with the commemorative
tablet covered by the Conference fiag.

been adopted by the sculptor Giuseppe
Romagnoli of Bologna for the monument he had designed and which was
selected from the 102 designs submitted.
With his chisel the artist has immortalized his motto in the central figure personifying the Union. In a harmonious movement this figure stretches out her arms,
and her hands are joined with those of
two symbolical figures rising above the
side groups expressing the idea of union.
These two figures synthesize the various
common sentiments expressed by the
smaller figures of the two side groups.
In one of the latter, a man holds a
closed book symbolizing the knowledge
already acquired by past generations.

and Workers carrying out their arduous
tasks.
This work of art has been dedicated to
a noble cause, that of the international
institution set up to organize, improve
and generalize the exchange of expressions of the human mind. It pays tribute
to the marvels of telegraphy, which
was then the undisputed queen of the
realm of communications. Nowadays,
with science and technical achievements
steadily growing in importance, telegraphy too, continues to progress. But it has
had to share its realm with some younger
sisters— telephony, broadcasting and
television. And its earthly realm is now
even stretching out into space.
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This monument also reminds us of
those scientists, researchers and inventors,
who created the various types of telecommunication, and then perfected them
and made them universal. So great are
their merits that it would be unjust to
mention only a few of them. And, as
telecommunications will continue to be
perfected and to spread, the number of
these outstanding men will never cease to
grow.
While science and technical development has been making telecommunications available to all, your Union itself
has grown considerably. Whereas the
names of only the 21 founder nations
are inscribed on the monument, the
International Telecommunication Union
now has 128 Members from all continents. You are to be congratulated on
this great expansion. While it is true that
there is still a great deal to be done, your
Union, despite its already rich and fertile
activity, is being faced with many new
tasks which it will accomplish, I am quite
sure, in the same spirit of co-operation
and mutual assistance which inspires
it to-day.
As you all know, our Federal Constitution has made permanent neutrality a
principle of our foreign policy. For centuries our small country has held aloof
from disputes between other States. We
are convinced that our consistent policy
of neutrality helps to foster international
relations in a peaceful world. The Swiss
people is, however, well aware that such
a policy alone does not suffice. We consider it our duty to co-operate actively in

NEWS . . .

the work of international organizations
which have a humanitarian, cultural,
economic, social or technical purpose.
And I can therefore assure you that Switzerland will continue to support and
encourage with all its strength the efforts
made by the International Telecommunication Union.
Ladies and Gentlemen,
The Federal Council felt that it would
be very appropriate on the occasion of the
Centenary of the Union to signalize the
remarkable expansion which it has undergone and of which it may justly be proud.
As a lasting tribute, the Swiss Government decided to have prepared a tablet
bearing the names of all the States who
were Members of the Union on 17 May
1965. This tablet will serve as an implicit
reminder of the transformation of the
original institution into an International
Telecommunication Union covering every
type of communication of sound and
image by means of the various systems
of transmission. With the wish that the
second century of your organization may
be yet more successful and rich in achievements for its Member States, I have
the honour, on behalf of the Federal
Council, to present this commemorative
tablet to the International Telecommunication Union.
Reply by the Dean of the Conference
In reply, Mr. Jose Garrido Moreno of
Spain, the Dean of the Plenipotentiary
Conference, said:
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Mr. President of the Swiss Confederation,
Representatives of the Authorities of
the Canton and City of Berne,
Ladies and Gentlemen,
In the certainty that I am expressing
the feelings of all those present here,
delegates of countries Members of the
International Telecommunication Union,
and with no more personal merit than
to be one of the oldest in this Organization, I am taking the floor to say how
sincerely and deeply we thank the Swiss
authorities for the kind invitation they
one day gave us to hold our Plenipotentiary Conference of the Centenary in
their country.
The International Telecommunication
Union is now celebrating the Centenary
of its foundation; it has survived the
more or less violent commotions that
have fallen on the world during this
century of an existence invariably devoted to forging bonds, as rapidly as possible, between all human beings, across
continents and oceans, and finally, as
we all know, by spanning outer space.
From that far-off birth of the Union,
created through the necessity of unifying
by international regulation the standards
for the interchange of telegrams, up to
the present Organization, which has
128 Member countries and belongs to the
United Nations family, that groups together institutions as varied as are the
modes of telecommunication, the Union
has gone through countless vicissitudes.
I will not try to give a lengthy description, but allow me, without labour-

BEHIND THE SCENES
Twelve miniatures from headquarters

11 — EVELYNE BOCCA
expression " to lose one's bearings " must be meaningless to Mrs. Evelyne
TheBocca,
since she is in charge of the geographical section of the IFRB, and

(NERI)
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has to find the exact location of every transmitting station in operation throughout
the world. Precise work, providing the essential information for the Union's geographical list of stations. Very often difficult work too, since geography is a dynamic
science and the names of places may vary according to when and by whom the atlas
was compiled. But thanks to the card-index system which Mrs. Bocca has handled
since 1951, when she took over the section, she generally manages to resolve any
doubts...
Of Polish origin, Mrs. Bocca speaks seven languages: Polish, Russian, Italian,
French, English, Spanish and German. With this command of languages she has
translated thirty odd books from Slav languages into Italian for publishers known
throughout the world. At the age of forty-three, moreover, she had no hesitation in
enrolling at the Interpreters' School of Geneva University, where she obtained a diploma for Italian, French, Polish and Russian.
Travelling daily in imagination to the places she adds to her records, she often
spends her holidays visiting those places to see whether they are really what she
visualized them to be. In her approaching retirement she hopes to discover yet more
" fresh fields and pastures new. "
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ing the point and with due consideration
for the personalities present here, to
make a very brief review of some facts
and circumstances, the significance of
which gives greater weight to our warm
feelings of gratitude and admiration for
this incomparable country.
The " telegram " was the first mode of
electric telecommunication which made it
necessary to create an International Telegraph Union, to extend and generalize,
in the form of regulations, the fundamental principles of secrecy of correspondence, the freedom from civil liability
for prejudice caused by errors in transmission, the freedom of use of the telegraph, the fixing of a monetary standard
for international accounts, the stoppage
of telegrams contrary to public order or
decency, the fixing of charging units,
and so on.
How far from that day a hundred
years ago is the present reality, with the
far from distant prospect of telephone
calls with television, which will produce
among relatives and friends a feeling of
being in close touch with each other that
you can easily imagine and will transmit
in other types of call the significant
gesture that goes with speech and which
hitherto remained unseen.
Who, at that time, could have imagined the marvels of television which, not
so long ago, enabled people in the continents further removed from the scene
to view the Olympic Games on the very
day they occurred ?
What would have been the thoughts
of the poets who attributed to the moon
the role of luminous witness of certain
human relations, and what verses might
they not be inspired to write by the
recent feat of sending a space vehicle to
circle our satellite, take photographs of
its formerly hidden face and transmit
them to us with the amazing clarity that
we all know ?
What would our immediate predecessors have thought of the possibility of
dispatching to the neighbourhood of the
planet Mars a vehicle, travelling at
immense speed for months on end, and
steered from the earth, in order to transmit the desired information to us from
hundreds of millions of kilometres away
at the precise moment previously fixed
with mathematical accuracy?
All this prowess with its dash of the
fantastic in no way detracts, however,
from the value of such important services
as intercontinental telephony, the telex,
telephotography, sound broadcasting,
or of maritime and aeronautical radio
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communication which establishes a permanent link with shipping and aircraft,
thus helping to preserve the safety of
human life on journeys by sea or air, or
pass on meteorological information for
the protection of aircraft in flight or
ships on the high seas, or transmit from
moving vehicles calls for aid in emergencies.
And is not one of the most promising
features of this progress, the knowledge
that the Swiss Government, with its
customary felicitous inspiration, to-day
graved in marble the fact that the Union
originally founded by only twenty States,
now groups nearly all the countries of the
earth ?
Having come to the end of the brief
review I mentioned, I should like to state
that Switzerland, to-day as in the past,
continues its unvarying policy of friendship with all peoples of the earth. This
circumstance is the reason why the country which offered the original International Telegraph Union the seat of its
headquarters as far back as 1868 to-day
is host to the celebration in its capital,
with honourable and well-merited homage, of the commemoration of the
Union's Centenary.
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Now, on the occasion of the Plenipotentiary Conference, Switzerland has
offered us as the theatre of our activities,
the town of Montreux, one of the most
beautiful and attractive places in the
world.
And as if that were not enough, the
Swiss Administration has given us so
many delicate marks of its attention, of
which we have been extremely appreciative, and has vouchsafed us the pleasure of its marvellous excursions, through
which we have come to know not only
the incomparable beauty of its countryside, but also the immense human effort
of every kind that was required to hew
out the path of the railways and
other means of communication leading
to wonderful but almost inaccessible
sites.
With the profound emotion aroused
in me at the thought of all the many
facilities and kindnesses we have received
in order the better to perform our work,
I wish to express our deepest gratitude
on behalf of all those assembled at this
International Plenipotentiary Conference of Telecommunications.
Mr. President of the Swiss Confederation, I thank you.

CCITT MEETINGS IN STOCKHOLM

A

t the invitation of the Swedish Administration, two CCITT meetings were
held in September 1965 in Stockholm at the Hotel Gillet, near the present

headquarters of the Directorate-General of Telecommunications in Sweden.
A Study Group XIII Working Party
on traffic statistics met first, from
7 to 10 September, under the chairmanship of Mr. E. P. G. Wright (Chile
Telephone Company). About twenty
Discussions
delegates were present.
centred mainly on the idea of grade of
service and the scope for improvement
offered, in a modern network, by network
management signals. Provision is made
in the future CCITT Signalling System
No. 6 for such signals. When the international network can be run as a selfcontained unit and not—as at present—
as a mere juxtaposition of international
circuits governed mainly by national
considerations, network management
signals will undoubtedly contribute to
improving the grade of service.
The second meeting, from 13 to 24 September, concerned Working Party XI/1
(CCIT Signalling System No. 6). This
working party, the chairman of which
is Mr. C. H. McGuire (Canada) and

which had already met in Geneva in
March 1965 \ is now almost as important as a study group, at least as far
as membership is concerned: about
sixty delegates attended the Stockholm
meeting.
In March, the Geneva meeting of
Working Party XI/1 outlined the guiding
principles for the planning of a signalling
system providing for the transmission
of inter-register signals on the speech
channels and of data-transmission signals
over a common channel. A number of
proposals were submitted at Stockholm,
both for signalling between registers and
for signalling over a common channel;
two detailed proposals were made, both
of which included a full description of a
standard No. 6 System.
The working party was thus faced
with the difficulty of making a choice
1 See
summary record in the June 1965 issue of
the Telecommunication Journal.
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in the presence of many unknown factors.
It finally emerged at Stockholm that a
system which comprised solely datatransmission type signalling on a common channel could be regarded as an
extreme example of the solutions envisaged in the " Guiding Principles" and
might offer advantages over a combined
system which included both inter-register
signals and signals over a common
channel.
The working party therefore studied
the whole range of possibilities, from a
signalling system which was entirely of
the data-transmission type to a new system with signalling entirely between
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registers. All such systems have codes
providing a considerable number of
signals and are thus capable of satisfying
all the demands that Study Group XIII
may be required to meet in future in
connection with the operation of the
telephone service.
The findings of Working Party XI/1
after its two meetings (Geneva, March
1965 and Stockholm, September 1965)
will be set out in its report to Study
Group XI (Signalling and switching)
which is to meet in New York in the
Spring of 1966 at the same time as Study
Group XIII (International automatic
operating).
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" The increase in international communications traffic over the years has
been truly phenomenal, " he added.
" In 1925, there were only 19 slow speed
telegraph cables across the Atlantic
offering some 24 channels each capable
of handling 35 words per minute on the
average. At the present rate of expansion,
there will soon be 500 voice grade channels, or a capacity to transmit 700 000
words a minute, compared to 3840 in
1925. " — ITT.

New telecommunication
facilities in West Indies
Islands

international

TAT-4 TERMED COMMUNICATIONS BOON
BY ITT WORLDCOM PRESIDENT

T

he new transatlantic telephone
cable No. 4 (TAT-4) which has
been opened on 15 September is 3600
nautical miles long (more than 6600
kilometres) and has 128 circuits.
In commenting on the inauguration
of the new cable, Mr. McNitt, President
of ITT World Communications Inc.,
said that the additional circuits " will
give new muscle to our capacity to meet
the exploding needs for international
communication channels. "
According to Mr. McNitt, considerable expansion in both coaxial cables

and satellites will be needed to meet the
unprecedented demand for international
communications during the next several
decades.
" The two methods, " he pointed out,
" are complementary, not competitive,
and can be used to backstop each other
in the event of an emergency or interruption of service. As a matter of fact,
both will be busy trying to catch up
with demand to prove that the services
they provide can be more reliable,
flexible and efficient than those previously
available.

The Member for Public Works and
Communications of the Executive Council of the British Virgin Islands has
announced in a broadcast that Cable
and Wireless (West Indies) Limited has
been granted a 20-year franchise to
install and operate a new internal
telephone system in the British Virgin
Islands, extending to the out-islands and
all parts of Tortola.
Tortola with a population of about
7300 is the largest island in the group,
which includes Virgin Gorda, Anegada,
Jost Van Dyke and a dozen other small
islands and rocks south east of Puerto
Rico.
Exchanges will be sited at Road Town,
East End, Little Apple Bay and the
Valley Tortola, Virgin Gorda, and a
telegraph office in the same Road Town
building.
Initially there will be 400 lines in
Road Town, Tortola, extendable up to
1000 lines. East End will have 100 lines
extendable up to 250 (also servicing
Beef Island) and, Little Apple Bay 50
lines extendable to 200, servicing the
western end of Tortola.
It is anticipated that installation will
be completed in 18 months.

The submarine transatlantic cables
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Furthermore, the Government of St.
Kitts has agreed to enter into a 20-year
agreement under which Cable and Wireless (West Indies) Limited will expand
the Government's existing telephone
system and improve the VHF links
between St. Kitts and Nevis, Anguilla
and St. Martin. — Cable and Wireless
Limited.
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Second satellite Molnya-1

I
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n accordance with its plan for
devising a long-distance television
and radio system using active satellites,
the Soviet Union put its second telecommunication satellite, Molnya-1, into an
elongated elliptical orbit on 14 October
1965.
The satellite was placed in an orbit
with an apogee of 40 000 kilometres in
the Northern Hemisphere and a perigee
of 500 kilometres in the Southern hemisphere. The orbit, inclined at 65 degrees,
takes 11 hours 59 minutes to complete.
Now that this second satellite Molnya-1 has been launched, it will be
possible to devise a liaison system incorporating several satellites.
The satellite carries equipment for
retransmitting multi-channel long-dist-

ance radio and television programmes.
It also has control and measuring instruments, equipment for guiding and correcting the orbit and an electric power
supply system.
The basic function of this second telecommunication satellite Molnya-1 is to
perfect a bilateral radiotelephone, radiotelegraph and television communication
system and to test its performance.
The first Molnya-1 satellite was launched on 25 April last. — Bulletin sovietique
d'information, Paris.

Giant synchronous television
satellite

A

model of a giant synchronous satellite capable of carrying up to 22
television channels from about 36 000 kilometres in space forms a " high-altitude "

(Hughes Aircraft Co.)

platform for two of its developers
from Hughes Aircraft Company of
California. The American Broadcasting
Company (ABC), recently filed an
application with the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) for permission to launch its own satellite, like this
one, to transmit television programmes
to its network stations. ABC-TV said
it would offer free use of the satellite to
non-commercial educational stations. —
Hughes Aircraft Company.

Towards a global
communication satellite
system

I

n August 1964 there was signed an
" Agreement establishing interim
arrangements for a global commercial
communications satellite system. " To
date, the governments of some 46 countries have signed the Agreement. Associated with this " General Agreement "
there is a " Special Agreement " between
appropriate telecommunication Administrations, operating companies and the
like. The objective is to set up as soon
as practicable a communication satellite system on a global and non-discriminatory basis.
To control the development of the
system, there was set up an international
body, known as the Interim Communications Satellite Committee (ICSC),
and this is assisted by appropriate
Advisory Subcommittees. The Communications Satellite Corporation (Comsat), of the United States of America
provides United States representation
on the Committee and has also been
appointed as manager on behalf of that
body.
The first practical achievement of
the ICSC and of its manager was seen
in the so-called Early Bird system.
This is partly experimental and partly
operational in nature. It comprises a
single satellite so positioned in synchronous orbit as to be capable of providing
communication between Europe and the
eastern part of the North American
continent. It is presently operated
between an American earth station at
Andover, Maine, and, on a time sharing
basis, European earth stations in the
United Kingdom, France, the Federal
Republic of Germany and Italy.
The Early Bird system has a capacity
of some 240 telephony circuits or two
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video channels.
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The prime objectives

a) to provide needed additional circuit
capacity across the North Atlantic,
b) to ascertain the reaction of telephone
subscribers to the effects of the
transmission delay inherent in communication through satellites in synchronous orbit, and
c) to add to the body of experience of
position-controlled, attitude-stabilized
satellites.
But the major efforts of the ICSC are
directed towards the development of a
truly global system; one that should be
capable of providing service to all parts
of the globe other than to perhaps,
the polar caps. It is hoped and expected
that this goal will be achieved early in
1968 though, clearly, this system may
well be but the forerunner of several
mutually compatible and co-ordinated
systems.
The problems faced are numerous and
of extreme complexity and range through,
among others, the political, economic
and technical fields.
Technical problems
The major technical parameters are
those of satellite technology, launch
vehicles, choice of orbit, traffic handling
capacity, multiple accessibility, earth
stations, system integration and compatibility with terrestrial practices. Clearly, all of these parameters are interrelated and cannot be considered in
isolation. For example, earth station
design is dependent upon choice of orbit,
required circuit capacity and satellite
transmission characteristics.
One by one, the problems are being
solved and it is expected that within the
next very few months, decisions on system
characteristics will be reached.
At that stage, the system characteristics
will doubtless be made known to all in
accordance with Resolution No. 1A
of the Extraordinary Administrative
Radio Conference (EARC), Geneva 1963.
It is expected that, at that time, there
will be available not only information
on the transmission characteristics of
the space sector but also performance
specifications for earth stations suitable
for use in the system. This should
provide countries wishing to use the
system the opportunity to co-ordinate
their requirements with other countries
and to make their proposals known to
the ICSC.
As will be self-evident, the performance of satellites and earth stations are
454
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inter-related and the number of earth
stations that can be worked through
any one satellite is a function of both
satellite and earth-station design. It
is for this reason that the ICSC will have
to co-ordinate system use and define
earth station performance characteristics.
So far, attention has been limited to
what may be described as an initial
experimental/operational phase (Early
Bird) and an initial global phase. As
these may well be some three years apart,
there arises the possibility of intermediate
phases to meet specific non-global requirements. If such intermediate phases do
arise, care will be taken to ensure maximum compatibility with succeeding phases.
One may conclude that communication by artificial earth satellite has made
a promising start and that activities on
an international scale are leading towards
the rapid development of systems of
global capability and accessibility. —
( Comsat).

Nasa plans capture of
Syncom III

S

ometime around 1970 the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) has tentatively planned to
undertake a mission to recapture the

NEWS . . .
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becoming the first fully synchronous communication satellite. It will be maintained
at a position between 170 and 174 degrees
east longitude. The recapture of Syncom
III would be an extravehicular operation
from a station rendezvoused by a Saturn V
for a 45-day mission. Once despun so
that the astronauts can get hold of it, the
satellite will be taken to the manned
spacecraft aft end where a hole 81.2 cm
in diameter will exist by virtue of the
earlier jettison of the laboratory's injection (apogee kick) motor. The 71.1 cm
diameter Syncom will be inserted into
the hole and sealed there for return to
earth.
The primary reason for the
Syncom III capture would be to visually
study the effects of the space environment on materials which could aid in the
diagnosing of failures in unmanned satellites.
Hughes Aircraft has proposed
returning it to their laboratories in
vacuum storage for study. The study
would involve comparison of the satellite's components with identical components that have been kept in vacuum
storage at Hughes, plus checks of how
the satellite's materials and structure
withstood the space environment. The
Government would retain ownership of
the communications device and contract
with Hughes for the study. — Space
Business Daily.

Earth station on Ascension
Island

A

n earth station is to be built on
Ascension Island in the South
Atlantic and will be part of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) global communications system
for the United States Apollo project to
land a man on the moon before 1970.

(Hughes Aircraft Co.)

The Syncom satellite

Syncom III from its synchronous orbit for
study and possible in-space replacement.
Built by Hughes Aircraft Company,
Syncom III was launched on 19 August
last year into an almost perfect orbit thus
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The Ascension earth station will be
British built, owned and operated. The
equipment has been ordered by Cable
and Wireless Limited from the Marconi
Company who will be responsible for
installation. It must be fully operational
in September 1966 to communicate
through a satellite over the Atlantic at
an altitude of about 36 000 kilometres.
The satellite will be similar to, but more
powerful than Early Bird. A second
similar satellite will be placed over the
Pacific. United States authorities have
indicated that the two satellites will have
capacity beyond that required for the
Apollo project " to extend commercial
comunication/satellite coverage for the
first time to the Pacific area and to supplement Atlantic coverage by Early
Bird. " — Cable and Wireless Limited.
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New television stations
in Portugal
n
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Equipment for the General Post Office Tower

T

he new United Kingdom General
Post Office tower in London was
officially opened on 8 October 1965 by
the Prime Minister, the Rt Hon. Harold
Wilson, and the Postmaster-General, the
Rt Hon. Anthony Wedgwood Benn.
From this tower, radio systems capable
of carrying television or telephony
signals, will radiate to Birmingham,
Manchester and the west of Scotland,
Peterborough, Leeds and the east of
Scotland, Bristol, the west of England,
Southampton, Folkstone and to the
Continent. For most of these routes,
radio and multiplexing equipment is
being supplied by GEC (Telecommunications) Limited.
The radio transmitter and receiver
equipment is actually installed in equipment rooms in the tower just below the
aerial galleries, which can be clearly
seen near the top of the building. The
associated multiplex equipment required
for the telephony systems is in the
Museum Telephone Exchange, near the
foot of the tower.
The radio systems will operate in two
frequency bands, 2000 Mc/s and 6000
Mc/s. The 2000 Mc/s equipment is
capable of transmitting up to 960 speech
circuits or a television programme on
each radio channel and the 6000 Mc/s
equipment is capable of transmitting up
to 1800 speech circuits or a television
programme on each radio channel. All
the equipment is suitable for carrying
colour television programmes when these
are introduced.
Equipment at present installed is of
a well proven type using valves, but
equipment now being manufactured for
extensions to the network is all semiconductored equipment.
The aerials used are of the hornparaboloid type for the 6000 Mc/s
systems and the dish-paraboloid type
for the 2000 Mc/s system. They are
mounted on four aerial galleries situated
at heights between 113 and 143 metres,
the tower itself having a total height of
189 metres. In this type of radio
transmission system the signal is sent
from one aerial to the aerial at the next
station in the form of a very narrow
radio beam, accurately directed. This
means that the tower has to be carefully

designed so that the aerial galleries do not
deviate by more than twenty minutes of
arc due to wind pressure and non
uniform temperature changes.
In the event of a failure of any working
system, a standby equipment is automatically switched into service, so maintaining a continuity.
The Museum Telephone Exchange
also houses the national television network switching centre in which the
Genera] Electric Company has recently
provided a large video installation
including the relevant switching and
control equipment. — GEC (Telecommunications ) Limited.

As part of a major expansion programme, Portugal's leading television
company, Radio Televisao Portuguesa
(RTP), is to open two new television
stations, at Muro in the north and
Mendro in the south of Portugal.
Marconi television transmitters have
been chosen for both stations.
Installation of the transmitters at the
Mendro station is already in progress
and will be finished later this year.
This station will broadcast in band III
and will use a 5 kW vision transmitter,
and a 1 kW sound transmitter.
Installation work at Muro commenced
at the beginning of August and the
station will be " on air " by the end of
the year. It will broadcast in band I
with a 10 kW vision transmitter, and a
2 kW sound transmitter.
Radio Televisao Portuguesa is now
in its eighth year of broadcasting and al-

View from the aerial gallery of the GPO tower in London.
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ready reaches 160 000 receivers. The
commissioning of these two stations will
bring RTP to over 95 % of the country's
area and reach 97.8% of the population.
— Marconi News.

Colour television anniversary
On 10 September the Nihon Hoso
Kyokai (NHK) celebrated the fifth
anniversary of the commencement of
colour telecasting in Japan.

NEWS...

The average broadcasting time of
colour television by NHK to-day is
two hours 43 minutes daily. The
number of colour television sets is
estimated at nearly 60 000.
NHK operates 193 stations with
colour television transmitters for its
General Television Service and 95 stations for its Educational Television
Service. These stations are linked by
nation-wide microwave networks. —
ABU Newsletter.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS IN THE
SOCIALIST REPUBLIC OF ROUMANIA
fter the Second World War, the automatic telephone in Roumania was limited
L to 13 towns.
The number of stations connected to those exchanges served no more than 5%
of the population.

A

In order to bring the telephone service
to a standard commensurate with the
rate at which the economy was developing, a national industry was created to
produce the necessary equipment for
long-distance telephone networks.
In this way, the number of automatic
telephone networks was increased to
42, twelve of which were built in 1963.
The automatic telephone service is
now available to about 65 % of all subscribers in the country.
The great progress made in building
new residential areas has created a
heavy demand for telephone stations.
To satisfy this demand in part, it
was necessary to install concentrators
of Roumanian design so that circuits
could be used more economically.
It was recently decided to continue
expanding long-distance telephone networks using the Pentaconta crossbar
system and to begin automation of the
long-distance telephone service.
The Bell Telephone Manufacturing
Company in Belgium will furnish equipment for one local and 13 long-distance
automatic exchanges as well as a licence
to manufacture equipment for the Pentaconta 1000 crossbar system.
Automatic switched telex service
Until 1962, the telex network in the
Socialist Republic of Roumania was
operated by manual switching.
Considerable expansion of the national
economy led to a great increase in traffic,
with the result that it could no longer
be handled by manual switching.
The installation of automatic telex
exchanges began in 1962. In the first
456

stage, 5 exchanges were brought into
operation at the key centres in the telecommunication network: Bucharest,
Cluj, Timisoara, Bacau and Brasov.
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A radio relay network on 4 Gc/s
transmits the video signals and the sound
accompaniment of the above-mentioned
transmitters. It also connects Roumania
to the Inter vis ion system by which television programmes are exchanged directly
with the People's Republic of Bulgaria,
Hungarian People's Republic and the
USSR and through those networks,
with other countries.
Although the number of television
licences is still fairly small (about
500 000), there is a considerable monthly
increase which now amounts to some
10 000 licences. — Ministry of Transport
and Telecommunications, Socialist Republic of Roumania.

Television and radio
in Switzerland
The number of television subscribers
in Switzerland increased by 6863, in
September 1965.
There were thus
589 986 subscribers at the end of that

The plan provides for automation of
the entire telex switched network by
1970, by which date 55 new exchanges
will have been installed.
The international telex circuits are semiautomatic. A study is now being made
concerning the introduction of international automatic switching with several
neighbouring countries and the establishment of long-distance telex radio links,
radiotelegraph circuits being equipped
with error-protection systems.
Television
The first trial television transmissions
in Roumania were made in 1955 with
equipment built in the laboratory of the
Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications. As from 1957, after studios had
been erected in Bucharest and a 20 kW
transmitter had been brought into
operation, these programmes became a
regular feature.
The expansion of the national network began with the introduction of
relay transmitters of national design and
continued, from 1962 to 1964, with
the bringing into service of 7 VHF
transmitters of 4—20 kW. Thus, about
55% of the population can watch television.
It is intended in the near future to
introduce 5 transmitters which will
cover an area of 6 million people.
A large number of relay transmitters
will be installed at the same time to
serve the entire country.
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(General-Directorate of PTT, Berne)

Antenna of the Chasseral relay station.

month as compared with 583 123 at the
end of August. The biggest increases
were recorded by the Zurich, Lausanne
and Basle telephone districts (1114, 668
and 642 new licences, respectively).
Of these 589 986 television licenceholders, 421 047 live in German-speaking, 139 650 in French-speaking and
29 289 in Italian-speaking Switzerland.
At the end of September 1965, there
were 1 646 610 radio licence-holders, of
whom 417 380 are switched into the
telephone network (tele diffusion) and
35 411 to independent circuits (rediffusion). — Entreprise des PTT suisses.
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communications are called for, for
example in power or pipe line construction. — STC.
t
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Cosmic noise, a useful tool ?

A

useful purpose for cosmic noise has
been found as a tool to improve
communication system performance, it
has been disclosed in Washington DC on
23 September by a scientist of an International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation (ITT) subsidiary.
William G. Donaldson, technical director of Federal Electric Corporation has
said that the noise emission from the
centre of the galaxy was used for measuring the noise figure of ionospheric scatter
propagation receivers.

i

c

a

l

channels or with frequency division
multiplex (fdm) up to 600 channels.
Alternatively, video signals (television or
radar), or wideband data signals may
be carried. It can be used with a
separate dish aerial and with additional
modules can provide tropospheric scatter
transmission.
Its applications are likely to be as an
outside broadcast link, and as a television relay e.g. for industrial or security
purposes. Pico's size, weight and reliability also olfer distinct advantages in
disaster and emergency communications,
and in conditions where temporary

Radio frequency channel
of television station
superimposed on millimetrewave signal
The entire radio frequency channel of
a television station has been superimposed on a millimetre-wave signal by means
of a new semiconductor device called
an injection modulator, it has been
announced by General Telephone and
Electronics Laboratories Incorporated
(GT&E).
It is believed to be the first time the
total spectrum of a television station
—the bandwidths of both the " carrier "
signal and the modulated signal of a

He has pointed out that once every
day the antenna patterns of the stations
sweep through the centre of the galactic
plane. He noted that, with knowledge
of the intensity of the noise level in the
40-Mc/s band, an estimate was made of
the noise figure of the receivers to detect
deterioration.
He also commented that knowledge
of the time the noise occurs is useful
in other ways, since testing can be
avoided during times of high noise level
and the additional burden of cosmic noise
during periods of very poor propagation
can be foreseen and traffic re-routed if
necessary.
The ITT scientist noted that in the
Arctic, cosmic noise measured by a
40-Mc/s receiver in a 600-c/s band has
a median value of 0.04 microvolt into
a 50-ohm impedance. — ITT.

A portable microwave
terminal can carry radio, radar
and television
A portable microwave communication
terminal—named Pico—hardly bulkier
than an attache case has been demonstrated by the Transmission Systems Group
of Standard Telephones and Cables
Limited.
It is housed in a about 30 dm3 weatherproof package with self-contained aerial
and weighs a mere 8 kgs—figures achieved
by extensive use of microelectronics.
Key features of the new terminal are
its flexibility and ease of setting up and
operation. Using pulse code modulation (pcm) it can carry up to 96 telephone

The portable microwave communication terminal, Pico.
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television programme—has been impressed on a millimetre beam by a
semiconductor device. The signal was
transmitted by an experimental millimetre-wave communication system to
demonstrate the capabilities of the new
injection modulator.
In order to test this new injection
modulator, a miniature millimeter-wave
system was built at GT&E Laboratories.
In an operational system, a millimetrewave link would function in a manner
similar to microwave communications
—focusing radio signals like a beam of
light and transmitting them from point
to point over substantial distances.
Through this technique, microwave systems are presently transmitting telephone calls, television signals, and
business data. — GT&E.

Photo below: Dr. Richard I. Harrison, who heads

the microwave semiconductor devices group at
GT&E Laboratories, is shown adjusting a miniature
millimetre-wave system built at the laboratories.
The television set on the left shows the detected
television signal after transmission over the beam.
(GT&E)

Experimental model of
video telephone
An experimental model of a video
telephone which automatically centres
the image of the user in the picture
screen has been demonstrated by Automatic Electric Company, a subsidiary of General Telephone and
Electronics Corporation (GT&E).
The compact unit, utilizes an electronic scanning device which employs
a motorized vertical-adjustment control that positions the image on an
20.3 cm viewing screen.
In addition to the viewing screen,
the streamlined, single-unit video telephone includes a 16-millimetre vidicon
television camera with a wide-angle
lens to assure a sharp image over a
broad field.
A unique feature of the unit is a
" video mirror" which enables the
user to view himself on the picture
screen prior to or during communication with another person.
Voice communications can be
conducted either through a conventional telephone handset or, on a
" hands-free " basis, through a microphone installed with the unit console.
— GT&E.
Our photo: The experimental model

of video telephone.
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which must be taken
into account, the calculation of short-wave propagation data demands either a very long and
complicated process of calculation, or the use of voluminous atlases of diagrams in cartesian co-ordinates.
This work will be even more complicated if the operation
of a larger number of stations operating at the same,
or at neighbouring frequencies, is to be checked. Moreover, these diagrams are of great utility, for they greatly
facilitate the calculations of short-wave propagation data.
ECAUSE OF THE MANY FACTORS

The object of this paper is to show a new type of
nomograms-axograms which, since they are constructed
from calibrated axes alone, do not take up as much space
as the present two types of nomogram: cartesian or those
with points on a line (d'Ocagne nomogram). The attraction of this type of nomogram is not only that it permits
a condensed representation, but also that it demands no
specialized knowledge of nomography. Using this type of
nomogram, which may be used for any type of representation, the author wishes to show its application for a
fairly complicated case, which will give an even clearer
picture of its possibilities.
1.

Propagation curves for the frequency range 6 to 21 Mc/s
The unabsorbed field (/TV/m), E0 = k^jP\d, for a

radiated power of P(kW), after passage through the
ionosphere at a height he ("figure 1) will, at a point on the
surface of the earth distant 2d, be related to the absorbed
field, E:
* taken from Telekumunikacije, Vol. XI, No 4.

E = E0. exp (—2. 3d)

(7)

with

D= (he2 + dt)Vl
The basic equation for the total absorption due to the
path traversed is [1]:

a = J QKS = AS

(2)

for short distances, up to 3200 kilometres, and

a = S0JQKd=S0Ad

(3)

for long distances, over 3200 kilometres.
The operation of daytime absorption is given by the
coefficient K, in relationship with the zenith angle *
K = 0.14 + 0.86 cos ^
( 4)
The seasonal variation factor J, varies from 1 to 1.3.
The variation in solar activity is given by:

Q= 1 + 0.005 R

(5)

where R is the index of solar activity, K is the mean value
of the coefficient K over the path d, and S is a function
which depends only on frequency for short paths, and on
frequency and distance for medium and long paths,
SQ is, however, a function of the frequency only.
Taking P = 1 kW as the unit of power, and an antenna
factor of 222, the field E, may, in the simplest case be
written as:

E—cp (f K, R, J, d)

(6)

The ITU diagrams are constructed on the basis of this
equation, for field strengths in fiV/m or in db, and MUF
curves for short-waves, are drawn for the frequencies
6, 9, 12, 15 and 21 Mc/s, for various regions of the world
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from 0000 hours to 2400 hours and for different seasons
(S — March, April, September, October; J — May, June,
July, August; D — November, December, January,
February) and for sunspot numbers R = 5, 70 and 125.
The field-strength curve, drawn as a continuous line,
represents frequencies lower than the FOT and the dotted
curves, when the working frequency is higher than the
FOT. It is assumed that the path follows the major arc
of a great circle. The diagrams, for all possible conditions on the earth, are a very voluminous collection.
For illustration, for one part of these terrestrial conditions, eleven volumes, with a total of about 6000 pages
have been produced.

Figure 1

Figures 2 to 5 show examples of these propagation
curves over Yugoslavia (zone 28) and Egypt (zone 38),
for the frequencies 6, 9, 12, 15 and 21 Mc/s, for the
month of June and for solar activities R = 5, 70 and 125,
for both field strength and FOT.
Figures 6 and 7 show the measured field strength
compared with the theoretical curve for a short-wave
transmitter in Belgrad, measured in Ljubljana and Skopje
at frequencies of 9 and 6 Mc/s. Even though, the separations are fairly apparent, usually the curves of field
strength are congruent.

2.

460

28/38

June - Juin - Junio, R=5
Figure 2

28/38

June - Juin - Junio, R=70
Figure 3

2100 km

Condensed form of the propagation curves resulting
from the use of axograms

Working with such an enormous number of diagrams
These
is fairly complicated, slow and inconvenient.
factors show that it would be very useful if these curves
could be so arranged that their information were presented
in a condensed form.

2100 km
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28/38

June - Juin - Junio,
Figure 4

R=125

2100 km

Each mathematical expression can be shown as a
nomogram in several different ways. The most practical
importance is that one should be able to choose exactly
the form which will give the best results. In each individual case, it is necessary among other considerations,
to take note of the convenience in use of the method
recommended, the simplicity with which the corresponding
nomogram can be worked out, and finally the degree of
accuracy obtained. However, it is not possible to give
definite rules for the choice of a nomographic solution to
a graphical analysis and method of presentation, other
than the application of wide experience. Rational use of
analysis and intuition will indicate that one of the main
rules will be to use straight lines for the nomographic
presentation of data. Indeed, no other line, not even a
circle, can be drawn so easily and accurately as a straight
line.
The relationship between the variables:
y = 0 (x,a,b,c,..J

(7)

for constant values of the parameters a, b, c,..., may be
represented by a single axis, on which, for various values
of x (with divisions on the upper side), there is a corresponding value of (figure 8) on the lower side. In the
simplest case, for various values of the parameter, we get:

28/28

R=70:

June - Juin - Junio,
Ljubljana

1-12 VI. 1951
2 - 13 VI. 1951
3 - 14 VI. 1951

Figure 6
which are represented in figures 9 and 10. This latter
combination of variables is shown in the nomogram on
ten axes.
Such a new type of nomogram is designated by the
generic term axogram, which permits any mathematical

28/28 R-70 June - Juin - Junio,
Skopje

1-12 VI 1951 2-13 VI1951
3 -14 VI1951 4 -15 VI1951
Figure 7

28/28

June - Juin - Junio,
Figure 5

2100 km
Figure 8
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Figure 11
Figure 9

Figure 12

Figure 10
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Figure 13

or empirical relationship of a desired number of variables
to be presented in a simple manner and in a condensed
volume. With axograms, it is, moreover, possible to set
out in straight lines any desired relationship between any
number of variables, on the axes of the nonogram which
contain the calibrated functional scales of the variables
x and y for constant values of the parameters a, b, c,...
(see figure 9).
Adapting the axogram to the presentation of shortwave propagation curves, where the relationship between
the variables may be written:

E=
where

<P (t,f;

R, M, Z)

(8)

t is the time (GMT)
is
/ is
R is
M is
Z is
E

the
the
the
the
the

electric field (JJLV/m or db)
frequency (Mc/s)
index of solar activity (sunspot number)
season of the year (S, J or D)
geographical region on the earth.

— it permits determination and calculation of the individual quantities for the operation of a number of
stations at the same frequency in the same or in
different zones (by application of estimated HF
propagation data) simply and rapidly.
3.

The distance between any two points A and B on a
geographical chart in rectangular co-ordinates may be
determined as the arc of a great circle, if the geographical
longitudes LA and LB and the geographical latitudes
MA and MB are known.
Figures 11, 12 and 13 show
three cases for the points A and B on the surface of the
earth, which are known in latitude and longitude. B is
the place with the higher latitude. If the angular parameters are as shown in figures 11 to 13, then:
A = >/2 (Y-X)

c = i/2

In a similar manner one can write the MUF as:

MUF= W (t, M, R, Z)

(9)

An example of an axogram for the prediction of shortwave propagation curves, based on equations (8) and
(9), is shown in figure 10. This nomogram has been
constructed for use between zone 28 (Yugoslavia) and
zone 38 (Egypt), for the period 0000 hours to 2400 hours,
for solar activities R = 5, 70 and 125, for the frequencies
6, 9, 15 and 21 Mc/s and for seasons M = J, S and D,
for E as a function of t.
On the same nomogram, curves are drawn for the
expression (9) for t = 0000 to 2400 hours; M = J, D;
R = 5, 70 and 125; for MUF as a function of t. This
single diagram represents in a condensed form all eleven
of the previous diagrams.
Applying this principle to the HF propagation curves,
one can, with but twelve diagrams on sheets 27 cm X
21 cm, represent the same formula on a single sheet.
The material from eleven books, each of 540 pages, may
be shown in a single book of about 500 pages.

Calculation of the great circle distance

f= Vi (Lb +

— it gives the possibility of representing the greatest
number of variables in the least space
— it is possible to use either metric or functional scales,
or even a combination of the two
— the use of millimetric axes makes possible the simple,
accurate and rapid drafting of the scale, and permits it
to be drawn accurately
— it also permits the representation of empirical relationships
— it gives, at a glance, single variables within the widest
limits
— it permits a simple choice of the optimum values and
verification of the maximum, minimum and mean
values

L

Y2 (LB - LA ) (10)

;e=

y2

(Y+ X)

)
A

then this will be so if [2].
tan a = cot c.sin b / cos/

(77)

tan e = cot c.cos b / sin/

(72)

tan d — tan A sin e / sin a

(13)

where d = D/2. By determining the provisional angles
a and e from (10) and (11), one may determine d.
One may also determine d directly from b, c, and /, if
we develop tan d as:
tan d = (1/tanf) [ fl+tan2a) / (l+tan2^j ]

1/2

from whence one obtains:
tan d=[(tan2 c — tan2 c.sin2/ + sin2 b)/(I + tan2 c.sin2

f—sin2 b)]

(14)

1/2

which is more convenient for calculation using logarithms, since it is only necessary to know tan c, sin / and
sin b. Whence in stages, one gets:
= 2 d°

(15)

Dkm — 111.1 D°

(16)

7)°
or, in kilometres:

The advantages of axograms are:
— operation is intuitive and does not demand any very
profound knowledge of nomography

)

( MB — Ma

;b =

4.

Conclusions

The new type of nomogram-axogram described above
promises very wide possibilities for the representation of
any given relationship between an arbitrary number of
variables, either on the basis of mathematical expressions
or of empirical data. With regard to its advantages,
conciseness, graphic appearance and its improvements on
classical nomography, one may conclude that this nomogram could be very useful for the study of propagation
and in system planning.

( Original language: Serbo-Croatian)
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— it permits interpolation of the constants simply and
accurately
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the combinations of presences and absences in a group of pulses
vary with the modulating signal. This is quite different from other modulation systems where the variable
element is one of the carrier parameters (amplitude,
frequency, etc.).

E

N PULSE CODE MODULATION (PCM),

Pulse code modulation has already been used with
teleprinters for transmitting the characters which compose
a message, but its application to the transmission of analogue signals (such as telephone signals), is a more complex matter.
O

N

Since, however, some types of PCM multiplex equipment have been introduced recently — thanks to progress
in miniaturization techniques, and to the constantly
increasing use of solid-state components—perhaps it
would be useful to briefly examine the basic characteristics
of this system. A list of references is given at the end
of this article for readers wishing to know more about
this subject.
We shall see below that the use of pulse code modulation makes transmission free from the noise present on
the bearer circuit. Another great advantage is that
pulses can be regenerated anywhere on the transmission
path, so that the transmission quality of the complete
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connection is affected only by the characteristics of the
terminal apparatus.
Such a transmission system, therefore, makes it
possible to realize telephone channels whose quality
is dependent only on the design parameters of the terminal apparatus, even though the transmission path may
be of poor quality (such as old local telephone cables
which were not designed to be used with multiplex systems). This would obviously help to solve one of the
problems presented by the expansion of telephone traffic.

Type DT 24
terminal bay
accommodating
three 24-channel
PCM multiplex
systems.

Basic principles
PCM is based on two fundamental principles: the
first and well-known one is that a telephone signal can
be faithfully reconstituted, upon reception, if it arrives as
a regular sequence of pulses whose amplitudes are proportional to the level of the signal at specific instants
(sampling instants). In other words, the signal to be
transmitted is converted into a train of amplitudemodulated pulses spaced at regular time intervals. The
sampling frequency must be at least equal to twice the
higher frequency contained in the signal. In the case
of a telephone signal, whose frequency range extends up
to 3400 c/s. the sampling frequency chosen for PCM
multiplex systems is 8000 pulses per second. The pulses
relating to other telephone signals can be accommodated
in the time interval between one pulse and the next
(time division multiplex).
The second principle is that a signal, whose amplitude
is continuously variable within a specified range, can be
reconstituted on reception, allowing for a certain amount
of distortion, even though it is converted into a staircase
signal (i.e., a signal whose instantaneous amplitudes have
only a certain number of discrete values).
The more closely the staircase signal approaches the
signal to be transmitted, the smaller the distortion.
The difference between two consecutive levels is called
the " quantum", and " quantization" is the process
whereby the original signal is converted into a staircase
signal. The distortion introduced by the quantization
process is known as " quantization noise ".
Code
After undergoing the sampling and quantization processes, the signal is converted into a train of pulses whose
amplitudes can only assume a limited number (N) of
pre-determined levels. If a progressive number is
allotted to each level, it will be possible to convert each
of the N numbers into one of the N combinations of the
chosen code. In other words, instead of transmitting a
pulse whose amplitude approaches the level of the signal
at a given instant, we transmit a group of pulses whose
code combination (presences and absences) represents
the number allocated to that level.
As stated above, the code to be selected must possess N
combinations, so that all the A levels into which the signal
amplitude has been divided may be represented. The
number of possible combinations is given in the expression

N = bn
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Figure 1 — Amplitude-modulated pulses.

Figure 2 — Staircase signal approaching the original waveform.

where b is the base of the code (i.e., number of possible
states of each element) and n the number of elements
for each combination.

Let us assume, for example, that 128 quantization levels
have been chosen. To obtain 128 different combinations
in the binary code we shall need 7 elements (27 = 128).
Let us now see how the level (or number) 85 can be
transmitted in coded form. The general expression for
it is:

Let us assume that the number of possible levels is
100 (from 0 to 99). If we choose a code with a decimal
base (10 possible states) it will be composed of two
elements (100 = 102). Let us then assume that the
number corresponding to the level to be transmitted is 56:
the first element, characterizing the tens, will have an
amplitude of 5, while the second element will have an
amplitude of 6 and will characterize the units.
A binary code (base = 2) is nearly always used in
practice. This means that each element can only assume
two different states: i.e., it is either present or absent.
Such a code is the best suited to transmission in the
presence of interference, since it will only be necessary
to ascertain, on reception, whether there is a pulse or not.
Hence, it is possible to eliminate the effects of outside
interference completely, provided the latter remains
below a given level. Upon reception all that is required
is to check—at the moment when a pulse is due to
arrive—whether or not the pulse actually received has an
amplitude greater than half the amplitude expected.
We have already seen that the binary code is characterized by the presence or absence of the code elements. Let
us then represent its presence by symbol 1 and its absence
by 0. Let us specify, further, that the weights assigned
to the n code elements are different from one another
and are obtained from the numerical sequence:
2nA

2n~2 2n'3

when N = 85, we have:

55 - l(64)+0(32)+l(16)+0(8)+l(4)+0(2)+l(l)
Since it is already known that the first element stands
for 64, the second for 32, and so on, we are interested in
knowing whether these elements exist or not (symbol 1
or 0), so that we may reconstitute the level transmitted.
In the example given above, the number 85 will be encoded
as: 1 0 1 0 1 0 1. If we now consider, as already said,
that the symbol 1 can be represented by the presence of
a pulse and the symbol 0 by its absence, we obtain pulse
code modulation.

Quantization noise

2°

To obtain anyone of the N code combinations, it will
be necessary to determine which of the symbols 1 or
0 must be placed as a coefficient before each term of the
above sequence so as to produce the required code combination.

During the quantization process, the instantaneous
amplitude of the original signal is approximated to the
nearer of the two levels between which it lies. Hence,
the maximum error that can arise from this approximation is equal to a half-quantum.

Group of pulses representing
the level 85.
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Group of pulses representing
the level 113.

The approximation error can be reduced by increasing
the number of quanta; as a consequence, the number of
code combinations must be also increased, as well as
the transmission band required.
At the quantizer output, unwanted distortion (quantization noise) due to the approximation error is thus added
to the original signal introduced at the input. The rootmean-square value of this noise is derived as follows.
At the sampling instant the exact instantaneous voltage
can assume, with equal probability, any value between
one quantization level and the next one. Therefore,
the quantization error may assume, with a non-zero
constant probability, any value between — ~ and + 2

2

(q being the amplitude of a quantum), whereas the
probability is zero for errors less than —^and greater

Figure 3 — Full load sine wave and quantization levels.

than + x
2
The rms value of the quantization noise may be
expressed as:

where p (x) dx is the probability that the quantization
error will have a value between x and x+dx.^ For the
specific probability distribution mentioned above, we

We are now in a position to calculate the signal/
quantization noise ratio:

Expressing this ratio in db, and, hence, as N = 2n
in a binary code:

have: p(x) = -. M
q

It follows:

The table below shows how the S/D ratio varies as
a function of the number of code elements.

Number of

The above formula holds for q = constant, i.e. in the
case of linear quantization.
Let us now quantize a sine wave signal, having a
peak-to-peak value V, whose deviations are extended
all over the N quantizing levels. Its mean-square value
is

From figure 3 it can be seen, further, that V = Nq, N
being the number of quanta.

i1] See for example: W. R. Bennett: " Methods of solving noise
problems
Proceedings of Institute of Radio Engineers, 1956,
p. 610, formula (8).
[2] W. R. Bennett, /oc. cit., p. 611, formula (13).

S/D

element n
3
4

15.8
25.8

6

31.8
37.8

7

43.8

8

48.9

5

Signal compression and expansion

The S/D ratio now obtained is also valid for telephone
signals whose amplitude affects all the quantizing levels.
In any case it is a well known fact that the level of a telephone signal may vary within rather wide levels (as much
as 50 db) depending on the speech characteristics peculiar
to the various talkers, the different line attenuations, and
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sampled at the rate of 8000 times per second: the pulses
obtained are proportional to the signal amplitudes at
the sampling instants. The sampled signal is then passed
through a compressor. The 12 odd-numbered channels
and the 12 even-numbered channels use separate encoders;
these convert the instantaneous level of each pulse into
a binary code number. There are 7 elements in this
code, so that 128 different combinations are possible.
To guarantee an adequate guaid interval between one
channel and the next, two different weighting networks
(included in the encoders) are used in the system under
consideration. In addition because of the alternating
character of the original signal, a direct component is
added to make it all positive-going: the level zero will be
A

Figure 4

<

Figure 5 — Quantization noise performance
of the hyperbolic and logarithmic
compressor.

Signal level in db below full load

the quality of the microphone. It is obvious that the
S/D ratio will be reduced if the signal level is decreased.
There are various possible ways of keeping this ratio
as constant as possible with varying levels of the telephone signal: the method generally chosen is compression,
on transmission, of the signal to be quantized and
expansion, on reception, after decoding.
Figure 4 illustrates the effect of a non-linear 4-terminal
network (compressor): the level of weaker signals is
raised more compared to the level of stronger signals.
Figure 5 shows how the S/D ratio varies as a function
of the telephone signal level when no compression occurs,
and when logarithmic or hyperbolic compression is
applied. It may be seen that a considerable improvement of the S/D ratio can be obtained for very weak
signals. Unlike other types of compandors used in some
conventional multiplex systems, where they are inserted
on each channel, the compressors and expandors designed
for PCM are common to all channels and have instantaneous response.
Figure 6 is a block diagram of a PCM terminal equipment for 24 telephone channels. Each telephone signal
passes through a hybrid and a low-pass filter, and is then
468

encoded as level 64 and the maximum positive value as
128. The 24 channels are sampled sequentially; hence
their respective sampled pulses must be accommodated
1
8000

in a time interval of 125^ (= ——;£).

The speech

information of each channel will be carried by the 7
code elements, an eighth one being added for signalling.
Another pulse (for synchronization purposes) is added
at the end of each 125 [xs interval, so that there will be
[(8 X 24) + 1]

x 8000

= 1 544 000

pulses in one second (figure 7).
The pulse train will then be sent on one pair (per direction) of a cable. This must be equipped, at suitable
intervals, with regenerative repeaters which amplify and
reconstitute the pulses attenuated and distorted by the
line. The receiving terminal apparatus will then separate
the signalling pulses from the speech pulses and send the
latter to the decoder. The coded pulses are here reconverted into PAM and then sent to the expandor which
restores the relative level of the signals. A low-pass
filter at the output of each channel integrates the PAM
pulses, thus restoring the original telephone signal.
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Figure 6 — Block diagram of a 24-channel PCM multiplex system.

Figure 7 — Time assignment for a 24-channel PCM multiplex system.
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Conclusion

PCM facilitates the economical introduction, on a large
scale, of traffic concentrators in local telephone networks.
As regards its application to radio links, in addition
to FM frequency conversion, also AM may be used,
owing to the protective characteristics inherent in the
system.
A question for the examination of the main problems
involved in links using PCM has been submitted to the
CCIR, Study Group IX.
Pulse code modulation is also being considered for
satellite communications.
v

Finally, it is worth mentioning that as PCM seems to be
the most suitable system for transmission of wide bands
on waveguides, numerous studies and experiments have
been conducted on this subject for several years.
( Original language: English)
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A practical solution to the
question of universal time

Italy's choice is Jerusalem-Nyanza, but will it
be accepted ?

So what other meridian are we to adopt for
universal time ?
Italy proposes Jerusalem-Nyanza. It has only
recently been given this name in order to indicate
both the reference point and the region of the
African continent which it crosses at the equator,
about 75 kilometres to the east of Lake Nyanza.
The manifold reasons for this choice are set out in
detail in the Memorandum sent to governments.
There is only one point I would mention, and in
this I am supported by highly competent authorities: it would be a mistake to choose a meridian
where it would be impossible, now or ever, to
build an International Observatory with the
undeniable advantage of being on the initial
meridian and also on the equator. This applies to
the Greenwich meridian, and those of Paris,
Behring, Berne, etc., all of which cross the ocean
at the equator.

I feel confident that, all things being equal, no
State would think of rejecting my government's
choice merely for religious motives. It would
really be quite extraordinary if the governments
were to show a sort of fear of past associations
with the holy city of the Christians! Dr. Supan,
eminent Director of Petermann Mitteilungen in
Gotha, would certainly be surprised; Turkey,
which has stated unofficially that such a choice
" would flatter Turkey's national pride, " would
be tempted to rally the timid, and wicked tongues
would certainly say that in the 19th century that
State had brought the fear of the Jerusalem
meridian rather than the fear of God. That would
be most amusing.
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CES. TONDINI DE QUARENGHI
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century saw a great national revival
which served as an inspiration for the
whole generation of Irishmen who, having
won independence, set about building the
new nation which emerged from it. One
of those who was so inspired was Leon
O'Broin, the present Secretary-General
of the Irish Department of Posts and
Telegraphs.
Born in Dublin in 1902, Mr. O'Broin
(pronounced O'Brin) was first educated
at Synge Street School, an establishment
humourously known as " The Factory "
on account of the number of its past
pupils who have become leaders in Irish
politics, in public service and industry.
HE BEGINNING OF THE PRESENT

telepersonality
He then went to University College,
Dublin, and to King's Inns where he
qualified as a barrister.
He entered the administrative branch
of the Irish Civil Service, being successful
at the first examination held in the Irish
Free State. His initial assignment was
to the Comptroller and Auditor-General's
Department in order that he might gain
a view of the final stage of administrative
processes. He recalls without rancour
that the first account he had to audit was
that of a lunatic asylum.
After a short period at the Ministry of
Education, he went to the Department of
Finance where he remained for twenty
years. During the Second World War, he
became a Regional Commissioner in the
West of Ireland. In 1945, he was transferred to the Post Office as Assistant
Secretary-General, becoming SecretaryGeneral two years later.
During his years of office, telecommunications in Ireland have expanded
very considerably, particularly in the
fields of telephony and radio.
Mr.
O'Broin himself played an important part
in the move towards television in the
country acting as Chairman of departmental committees and giving evidence
before the Government's Television Commission. More recently, he was involved
on his country's behalf in the negotiations for the global communications
satellite system.
His international experience goes back
to 1947 when he attended the Atlantic
City Conference and was one of the team
that negotiated the Agreement with the
United Nations. He was a Vice-President
of the old International Broadcasting
Union and a member of the Administrative Council of the EBU. Recently he led

59 - LEON
the Irish delegation at the Montreux
Centenary Conference of the ITU and
had the great pleasure of seeing his
country elected to the Administrative
Council.
As an administrator, he has decided
views. The secret of success, he believes,
lies in team-work. With a good team—
and this he says he has—the aim of the
man at the top, having helped to formulate policy, should be to keep clear of
details and have himself sufficient time
to talk to his staff of principal officers,
encouraging them but intervening in their
departments as little as possible. As
head of a Government Department, he
must primarily of course be free for
personal discussions with the political
chief, the Ministry for the time being,
who is ultimately responsible for matters
of policy.
But Leon O'Broin is not only a highranking Government official. In a nation
which has made a higher per capita
contribution to literature than almost
any other, he has made a hobby of writing
mainly in history and historical biography. Wielding his pen with equal
facility in Irish and English, he is the
author of some twenty books and plays

O'BROIN

(some of which have been performed at
the Abbey Theatre), together with book
reviews and radio and television scripts.
He has won several literary prizes. In
such historical research as he is able to
find time for, he claims that his administrative experience strengthened his capacity for the close work involved and in
drawing conclusions about the character
of historical figures.
While he is always happy with a pen in
his hand, his intellectual interests also
extend to music, where he has served his
country well in his official capacity,
notably by bringing the Irish National
Symphony Orchestra to its present size
and status and stimulating musical contacts with the world at large. Another
reflection of his intellectual breadth is the
fact that his five children include an
orchestral conductor, an economist, a
psychologist and an active social worker.
Finally, like every good Irishman, he
can talk. He avoids rhetoric, but the soft
cadences tinged with humour enclose a
persuasive cogency and are clearly the
instrument of a lucid, compassionate and
C.M.
original mind.
(Original language: English)
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DATA

TRANSMISSION

by

J. RHODES, Engineer,
General Post Office, London

D

ATA TRANSMISSION PERHAPS

illustrates the title of

the series Telecommunications yesterday, to-day
and to-morrow more aptly than any other branch
of the subject. Telegraphy is data transmission and this
science is more than 100 years old. To-day whilst telegraphy is still advancing on a broad field especially in the
form of the worldwide telex network, data transmission
in its modern form is rapidly emerging. For to-morrow
forecasts have been made that information transmitted in
the form of coded data will equal that transmitted by
normal speech communication.

ing requirement for the automatic processing of
large volumes of data with the minimum of human intervention that has brought forward the modern demand
for data transmission.
Uses of data transmission
It will perhaps be helpful if I gave some examples of
the uses for which data transmission is now being used.
Amongst the many requirements there are:

It is difficult, perhaps impossible, to give a formal and
comprehensive definition of the term data transmission.
In modern use it may be taken to mean the transmission
over telecommunication networks of information in some
form of code, generally binary, by means of serial or
paiallel bit streams for the purpose of automatic
data processing. Perhaps the most common requirement
is for the transmission of unprocessed data from one
point to another, often from a number of outstation points,
to a central point for automatic processing. It is the grow472
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a) multiple shops sending to their headquarters orders
for stock covering a large number of items. At the
headquarters these are rapidly co-ordinated and
processed automatically so that the factory production may be immediately directed to meet a changing
demand;

b) giving many outstations immediate access to a large
central computer for scientific and design calculations;

c) banks, insurance companies and similar businesses
are introducing centralized computer accounting and

Preparing to send data over a telephone connection.

they require to feed large volumes of data to and
from the central computer;
d) airlines are automatizing their reservation facilities
and the demands for reservations arising from many
dispersed booking agents must be rapidly fed into
the central reservation system which can immediately
confirm or reject the booking. Most of the larger
airlines have worldwide services and can enormously
increase their efficiency by a central fully automatic
reservation system covering their whole operations
to which immediate access can be obtained from the
many booking points.
Circuits for data transmission

Almost all countries have an extensive telephone and
telegraph network and when the demand for modern data
transmission arose, it was natural to consider the use of
these networks rather than to build special networks at a
very high cost. Thus the circuits immediately available
for data transmission were:
a) the telegraph circuit

b) the telephone circuit
c) circuits of wider bandwidth such as the standard

group and super-group.
The telegraph and telephone circuit may be used either
in the form of the private (leased) point-to-point circuit
or in the form of the switched networks, namely the telex
network and the public telephone network.
The private circuit is used when relatively large volumes
of data are required to be exchanged between the two
fixed terminal points only, whereas the switched networks
enable a subscriber to exchange data with any other
subscriber whose installation is equipped with standard
data sending and receiving equipment.
The telegraph type circuit is immediately suitable for
carrying data in the form of a two-condition code. The
transmission rate is relatively slow since the worldwide
telex network is standardized at 50 bauds as are also most
private telegraph circuits. Since the telegraph signals from
a teleprinter are already transmitted in the form of d.c.
pulses no special modulating or demodulating equipment
is necessary at the subscriber's premises. For worldwide
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data transmission over the telex network it is necessary
to limit the data signal to a 5-unit start/stop code owing to
the synchronous multiplex methods of transmission used
on radio and some long distance cable circuits. This
limitation may not apply within some countries and codes
of higher level are allowed.
Modern telephone circuits have an effective frequency
bandwidth of 300 to 3400 c/s and are thus able to carry
data at a much higher rate than the normal telegraph
circuit. On a private telephone circuit the whole of this
band is available for the data signal and it thus presents
an easier problem than the switched telephone network
since a private circuit can usually be routed on selected
plant and may be specially equalized foi both attenuation
and delay distortion. Indeed, a circuit routed over a
modern carrier system requires little additional equalization to enable data signalling rates at 2000 bits per second
and higher to be obtained.
When the switched telephone network is used for data
transmission a number of limitations are encountered
which do not arise on a point-to-point private circuit.
Telephone networks have been gradually built up over
the past fifty years and consist of a mixture of old and
modern plant. Old loaded audio cables may have a cut off
frequency well below the 3400 c/s figure of modern carrier
circuits and for any particular telephone connection it may
not be possible to ensure that only circuits of modern
standard are used. Furthermore, circuits in the switched
network are generally equipped with in-band signalling
systems. In national networks there exists a variety of
different signalling systems using different frequencies
within the speech band. These signalling systems have
been designed to be immune from false operation by
speech but may be falsely operated by data tones if the
frequency spectrum of these overlaps that of the signalling
receiver. There has been no standardization of national
signalling systems and different countries have designed
their signalling equipment to operate from signalling
tones in different parts of the frequency band. Thus, the
effective clear bandwidth available for data transmission
is very much reduced, particularly in the case of international connections in which the bandwidth for data
transmission must be so chosen that, not only there is no
interference with the international signalling system, but
also with the two or more signalling systems on the
national portions of a connection. This is a very serious
limitation and it was essential that if data transmission
was to progress on an orderly basis some standardized
systems should be introduced as soon as possible, otherwise data transmission systems could be introduced
which whilst perfectly satisfactory for operation over one
country's national telephone network would seriously
interfere with the signalling receivers of another country.
This therefore was one of the first problems to be
studied by the International Telegraph and Telephone
Consultative Committee (CCITT) and Recommendations
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have been made of the essential characteristics of two
standard data modulators/demodulators (modems) which
are suitable for general use on all switched telephone
networks. One modem is for the transmission of data at
data signalling rates of 600 or 1200 bits per second in one
direction with transmission in the return direction at
75 bits per second. It employs frequency modulation and
the characteristic frequencies are shown in figure 1. For
the forward channel different centre and shift frequencies
are used depending whether data signalling rates up to
600 bits per second or up to 1200 bits per second are
possible. The reason is that it was considered that even
taking into account the limitations of low cut-off cables
and telephone signalling systems close to 2000 c/s it would
be possible to transmit data at 600 bits per second using
the frequencies shown for mode A1 on practically all
telephone connections likely to be encountered. However,
a high and ever growing proportion of connections may not
be subject to limitations of low cut-off cables and/or old
type signalling receivers and it was thought it would be
unduly restrictive if the data signalling rate on these were
limited to 600 bits per second. Mode A2 is therefore
recommended for a signalling rate of 1200 bits per second
if that is possible on a connection and the subscriber
desires to transmit at this higher rate. The slow-speed
channel in the reverse direction to the main data channel
is provided to enable the continuous transmission back
to the sending end of error checking information associated
with any error control system used.
The second modem standardized by the CCITT operates at data signalling rates of up to 200 bits per second. It
is intended for use with simpler and cheaper forms of
data input and output equipment and provides for duplex
operation so that data may be sent simultaneously in both
directions or in either direction at will. The facility must be
provided so that when a telephone connection is set up
between stations equipped with these modems, they will
automatically align themselves so that one transmits in the
lower frequency range and the other in the higher frequency range. Frequency modulation is used and the
recommended frequencies are as shown in figure 2.
Wide band circuits

When transmission at higher signalling rates than those
obtainable on a telephone circuit is required circuits of a
wider bandwidth must be used. Up to the present the
demand for such circuits has been small. For this purpose
the various frequency bands from which the line spectrum
of modern carrier systems are assembled may be used.
Thus, there are available the group band of nominally
48 kc/s normally occupied by twelve telephone circuits
and capable of carrying data at the rate of around 40
kilobits per second and also the standard supergroup band
of 240 kc/s. Wider bands such as the master group and
indeed the whole bandwidth of the base band of a radio
system or up to 12 Mc/s for a coaxial cable system may be
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utilized. It is interesting to note that tests were made via
the Telstar satellite at 875 kilobits per second.
Multifrequency or parallel data transmission

So far we have only considered serial data transmission.
Forms of parallel transmission may also be used. These
systems fall broadly into two categories, full parallel
transmission in which, for example, all the elements of a
7-element character are transmitted simultaneously by
modulating seven different frequencies on the line at the
same time; or the so called multifrequency methods in
which, for example, a numerical digit is signalled by
transmitting two tones each selected from a different
group of four tones or, for a full alpha-numerical system,
by selecting three tones out of three groups of four tones.
Such systems are used for data collecting services where
inexpensive equipment at a large number of outstations is
required and from which only relatively small quantities
of data are to be transmitted.
Types of modulation

A number of modulation methods are possible for
transmitting data over telephone and wider band circuits,
the most common of which are amplitude, frequency and
phase modulation. The two standard systems already
proposed recommend the use of frequency modulation on
account of its flexibility and simplicity for general use on
existing telephone networks. Space does not permit a
comprehensive discussion of the relative merits of each

form of modulation since not only must the absolute
technical advantages of each type be taken into account
but also its interaction with the data input and output
equipment, general applicability and simplicity of maintenance etc. For higher data signalling rates than those
already mentioned one or more of the many forms of
phase modulation are likely to find favour. Already three
different types are now in use. One is the phase
reversal form which requires the data input stream to be in
synchronism with the modulating carrier frequency (the
use of the word " synchronism " in this context, although
common, is not good since it is likely to be confused with
the use of " synchronous" as against " start-stop"
methods of transmission and the term " element-carrier
coherence " is more precise). Then there are multiphase
methods i.e. 4-phase modulation or higher also requiring
element-carrier coherence. A third form, this time non
element-carrier coherent, uses a vestigial amplitude
modulated line signal with synchronous carrier detection
at the demodulator. It is advisable to state at this point
that theoretically much higher data signalling rates are
possible over the telephone or wider band circuits than
those already mentioned. These are being, and will be,
used in those cases when uniform high quality circuits may
be selected and more elaborate methods of equalizing the
circuit are employed.
Automatic originating and answering of data calls

Up to the present time calls made over the telex or
telephone networks are originated by an operator or by

Figure 1 — Characteristic frequencies of 600/1200 baud modem.
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Figure 2 — Characteristic frequencies
of 200 baud modem.

the person who wishes to speak. The originator of the
call applies intelligence to this procedure by dialling (or
key sending) the appropriate digits, listens to the appropriate supervisory tones (or recognizes them as printed
signals on the teleprinter) and satisfies himself that the
correct number has been obtained. As more and more
automatization is introduced into data processing and as
the transmission of data over telecommunication networks
is only a link in this process, thought must naturally turn
to the elimination of the manual process of setting up and
answering a call. Thus consideration is now being given
to the automatic originating and automatic answering of
data transmission calls. This requirement is illustrated in
the case of a large number of outstations each of which
requires to be interrogated in turn from a central point to
collect data from them. It is obvious that much manual
effort can be saved if, for example, a computer, at the
central point intended to receive the data, automatically
originates and controls the setting up of the call and verifies that the correct number has been obtained. Likewise,
at each receiving station when a call is received from the
central computer, the equipment in which the data is
stored should be automatically switched on to the circuit
and the data collected by the computer. Thus without any
human intervention the computer searches round all the
stations, collecting data from each in turn.

Error control

Data transmission has introduced another new problem
for the telecommunication engineer since a very high
order of accuracy is required. It must however be accepted
that it is not possible to guarantee that a circuit or connection will be perfectly error free. Much effort is expended in making circuits as reliable as possible but since
speech, and to a lesser extent the telegraph message
incorporates an appreciable amount of redundancy, an
economic balance has gradually evolved between the aim
for perfect transmission and the completely uneconomic
cost of even approaching this ideal. Unlike speech
transmission in which say a short break or a burst of
476

noise of a few milliseconds duration does not seriously
impair a telephone conversation, in data transmission the
loss of a few bits of information each of a millisecond
duration may cause very serious errors in the over-all
result. Errors arise from many causes, some of which are,
short-term overloading of amplifiers, surges in power
supplies, changeovers of plant and power supplies from
main to reserve, faulty connections, " dry" switch
connections, cable faults, working party faults and
many others.
Redundancy must
therefore
be
introduced into the data stream and some form
of error detection and/or correction, normally called
error control, must be provided. The problem is not
simple since errors are liable to occur at random and may
range from the loss of a single bit to a series of bits. It may
be illustrated by the following example. We may have two
circuits each with an average error rate of 1 in 105 carrying
data continuously over a period of two months at a data
signalling rate of 1000 bits per second. One circuit might
have no errors at all for the whole period except for a
single one minute period when it is completely disconnected and all bits will be faulty. The other circuit may be
subject to slight but continuous interference causing one
bit to be in error every minute throughout the whole
period. These two circuits have approximately the same
error rate of 1 in 105 but the ideal form of error control
required differs very greatly.
Error control may be divided into three broad categories, error detection, error detection with repeat transmission., or forward error correction. Simple error detection is likely to be satisfactory only in a very few cases.
Owing to the random nature of errors, forward error
correction requires far too much redundancy if it is to be
really effective, therefore error detection with repeat
transmission of blocks of bits is the method most commonly adopted. There are many forms in which redundancy may be introduced into the data ranging from row
or character parity, i.e. the introduction of one parity bit
per row of bits or per character, vertical or column parity,
a combination of both, interlaced parity, to the use of
cyclical codes generated from cross connected shift
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registers. The latter method has many advantages and the
over-all error rate may be improved by many orders with
the introduction of only a small percentage of redundant
bits. The subject is very wide and much research is being
expended but as yet no standard methods have been
recommended.
The CCITT and data transmission

The CCITT commenced the study of data transmission in 1958 when it formed a joint working party of
the transmission and telegraph study groups. This working
party was changed to a special study group (Special
Study Group A) at the Plenary Assembly in New Delhi
in 1960. As with all new and rapidly developing
techniques, the study group was faced with the problem
of whether to make early Recommendations for standardization and thereby perhaps restrict progress, or alternatively, allow the new science to develop in an uncoordinated manner, the result of which would be the
introduction of large quantities of equipment connected
to the telecommunication networks which would not
interwork. An intermediate course had to be taken and the
study group has already made a number of basic Recommendations which were thought to be urgent but which
would not unduly restrict future development. Some
of the subjects for which Recommendations have now
been made are:
a) the allowable power levels of the data signal for
transmitting over telephone circuits,
b) standards of 600 and 1200 bits per second have been
recommended for the data signalling rates at the

modem interface for synchronous data transmission
over the general switched telephone network,
c) a recommendation for a standard modem (described
earlier) for data transmission at modulation rates of
600 and 1200 bauds for use over the switched telephone network. This should enable modems connected to the switched network in all countries to
interwork and should avoid interference with
national signalling systems,
d) for lower speed and cheaper type systems of data
transmission the characteristics for a standard
modem for duplex data transmission (described
earlier) at a modulation rate of up to 200 bauds for
connection to the switched telephone networks,
e) a recommendation of the circuits to be interchanged
at a standard interface between data communication
equipment and the data terminal equipment,
f) recommendations of the standards to be followed

for data transmission over the telex network.
A new problem is encountered in consideration of
standardization of data transmission. Unlike telephony
or conventional telegraphy, the data to be transmitted
originates from many different sources and types of equipment such as punched card, magnetic tape, paper tape, computers and other data processing machinery not normally
under control of the Administration or private operating
company. The standardization of data processing equipment is undertaken by the International Organization for
Standardization (the ISO) and the International Electrotechnical Commission (the IEC). Thus the CCITT must
work in very close co-operation with these bodies, never-

\

Figure 3 — Standard CCITT
60011200 baud modem —
detailed view
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theless, the requirements for satisfactory data transmission
are demanding and require a specialist knowledge of
telecommunication systems in themselves and it is only
in the CCITT and CCIR that this knowledge is available.
Consequently, it is right and proper that all problems
associated with data transmission which require this
extensive knowledge and which can so affect telecommunication networks should be dealt with by the CCIs. Certainly, all aspects which include the modulator, the transmission medium and the demodulator are wholly within
the province of the CCITT. So far, although it has many
Questions on its agenda, Special Study Group A has not
made any Recommendations as to the form and type of
error control that must be provided. Where over-all
error control is required, i.e. to include not only the
transmission media but the data source and the data
processing equipment, this may well be a held for the ISO
or the IEC in co-operation with the CCITT. On the other
hand, Administrations are likely to be asked to provide a
transmission link with a specific error performance and it
seems likely that in the near future, Recommendations
must be made by the CCITT on methods of error
control for this requirement.
The future

transmission. At the present time data transmission is
much less advanced in Europe than in the United States
but there are now signs of a considerable awakening of
interest in the subject in Europe. What of the future? I
would expect there to be a rapid expansion in the next
few years, firstly in the data collection services for which
consideration must be given to the design and provision
of cheap equipment, simple to operate. Secondly, higher
rates of transmission will be called for both over telephone
circuits and over wider band circuits. For this more complex forms of modulation will be exploited which, in turn,
will demand more advanced methods of equalization.
Already investigations are being made into the use of
echo type waveform correctors in place of steady state
methods. Circuits for very high rates of transmission, up
to megabits per second, will be required when large
computers are interconnected and exchange very largevolumes of data.
As the demand grows, consideration must be given to
the setting up of special networks for data transmission.
These networks should be specifically designed for the
purpose so that they would not suffer from the obstacles
which are encountered on the use of the telephone and
telex networks.

In this article I have only been able very briefly to
describe progress and some of the problems of data
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The Achievement of a Hundred Years
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THE PURPOSES

OF THE

International Telecommunication Union are clearly laid down in its

Convention:
to maintain and extend international co-operation for the improvement and rational use of telecommunications of all kinds;
to promote the development of technical facilities and their most efficient operation with a view to improving
the efficiency of telecommunication services, increasing their usefulness and making them, so far as possible,
generally available to the public;
to harmonize the actions of nations in the attainment of these common ends.
These purposes embody the achievements of the Union's hundred years' history.
What were the reasons for its unique success of lengthy and productive international co-operation? Above
all others, telecommunications are a scientific commodity. As generation followed generation of delegates to the
working meetings of the Union, they had one common background: they were scientists and engineers, and whatever
country they represented, their basic education had been the same, imbued by the international spirit of science. We
ourselves have seen in this very history how the invention of the telegraph, the telephone, and of radio, were not due to
a single individual, nor a single nation, but were broadly based on the work of scientists and engineers from many
different countries. This international spirit of science has been the unseen guardian angel of the Union which has
slowly but surely directed all its work, throughout the hundred years, towards co-operation in ever wider fields of human
activity.
Panama: school children watching an educational television programme.

The conferences, the real growing points of the Union,
rarely dealt with the imponderables of the future. They
confined themselves to the concrete scientific facts of the
situation, which by definition, are susceptible to a concrete answer. In retrospect it is easy to see that it was one
of the fundamental virtues of the Union that it has often
been somewhat late in its decisions, and that it has never
tried to forecast, nor to solve, future problems. Final
decisions were often delayed, temporary compromises
were adopted, then found to work, and later became the
final regulations. The Union's history might indeed be
considered a triumph of empiricism, a triumph of observation and experiment, and not of theory; as such it has
strictly followed the precepts of scientific research.
Once a decision had been made, the inherent conservative character of all established organizations has kept it
in being as long as possible. The validity of its usefulness
was however measured against its performance, never
against a promise, and if necessary the decision was
changed when there was sufficient demand for a revision.
This philosophy of slow and cautious advance can be seen
as clearly in current committee discussions as it was
present a hundred years ago. To take as an example
the need to allocate radio frequencies in space. At the
conference concerned with this question in 1963, the view
was expressed that the science of space communications
was not sufficiently advanced to make regulations, as these
would only hinder further scientific progress; yet some
decisions had to be made, and were made. At the earliest
conferences of the International Telegraph Union in the
middle of the last century, delegates were equally anxious
not to standardize on any specific telegraph apparatus, as
such a decision was then thought to hamper scientific
progress in this new and rapidly expanding field.
The second major reason for the continuous success of
the Union can be found in its attitude to its Members.
What other international organization, or for that matter
what other club or group, allows its own Members to
choose freely the amount of its annual subscription?
Only the Universal Postal Union has followed the example
of the ITU from 1874 onwards. Yet this has been the
ITU basic financial principle now for 100 years, and it has
worked well. The ITU has never forced any Member to
sign any Convention or Regulation, with which it did not
wholeheartedly agree; attached to each, there are a number of exceptions and reservations made by Members
who do not agree with points of detail, or who want to
reserve their freedom of action. Yet such a reservation
has never meant a disagreement in principle, and during
its whole history not a single Member has ever resigned
from the Union. Even the non-payment of many years'
subscriptions, freely published in the annual report, has
never deprived any Member of its voting rights or its
participation in the work of the Union. This spirit of
latitude and tolerance is a further explanation for a
hundred years of universal international co-operation.
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The third factor is the very nature of telecommunications, seeking as their proper and profitable function to
bring the greatest number of human beings into contact
with one another. Thus each administration of each
Member country found it beneficial to handle telegrams
destined to other countries, for which they could charge a
handling fee or to receive telegrams from abroad for which
again they could charge. The same arguments applied
later for telephone and for radio. International cooperation meant profits, and more, it meant facilities
granted by neighbours on a reciprocal basis, without
which telecommunications would have remained of
purely local interest. The whole expansionist economic
and political history of the 19th century was against such
local tendencies, and once the 20th century got going, its
overwhelming scientific and technological revolution
forced an expansion of international co-operation into the
most unlikely fields, let alone such an essential one as
telecommunications.
That the International Bureau at Berne has greatly
contributed to the success of the Union is generally
recognized. The Bureau, established in 1868, was the
first permanent international organization of its kind, and
its strict neutrality in all political questions greatly enhanced its prestige. In this policy, it followed of course
only the directions of the conferences, but the lasting
wisdom of this policy can only now be seen, after almost
a hundred years.
With its established reputation of political impartiality,
and knowing that the ITU has no commercial or political
interests whatsoever, the newly independent States turn
without hesitation to the ITU for technical advice and for
the submission of names of suitable experts. It is no
exaggeration to state that in this context the ITU is now
looked up to by the new or developing countries. This
reputation of political impartiality has been laboriously
built up, often at great cost and delay; it is the fourth
reason for the ITU's hundred years of success.
Looking at this broad sweep of a hundred years'
history, the international spirit of all scientific work, the
tolerant attitude of the Union to its Members, the expansionist nature of telecommunications themselves, and
political impartiality, these can be considered as the major
foundations for the ITU's success. Not included in this
lofty view are the many frustrations which have occurred
during the years, the avoidable delays and inefficiencies,
and the inevitable disagreements which have taken place.
This inescapable short-term vision which presents itself to
certain members of the Secretariat, many delegates to a
conference or any outsider, cannot be anything but
critical. This is perfectly natural and highly desirable,
because only through such constant criticism during the
last hundred years has success been forged.
The urge to critical appraisal of the Union and of its
Secretariat is strongly reinforced by the speed of modern
scientific progress. So for example, administrative pro-
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cedures for publications are progressively adapted to take
advantage of new techniques.

Mobile communications by means of a direct-dialling telephone
is now a relatively simple installation in many countries.

The outward symbols of success are clear. The Union
has completed a century of universal international cooperation, and during that time has gone from strength
to strength, absorbing staggering scientific progress at the
same rate as it occurred. It has survived two World Wars,
during which its work was seriously slowed down, and
has after each one risen to still greater heights.
But its success could also be measured in other terms.
Each year, millions of messages pass across the man-made
frontiers of our planet, either through the wires of the
telegraph or the telephone, or by radio. Countless lives
have been saved during the last hundred years, whether on
land, at sea or in the air, by getting the right message to
the right place in the shortest possible time. Millions of
words are daily sent all round the globe, to newspapers
and any telephone subscriber can now call almost any
other owner of a telephone, anywhere else. These facts
are taken for granted to-day and only rarely discussed.
And yet they are the greatest compliment to the efficient
working of the International Telecommunication Union,
for without it, we would only have national communication networks and letters for messages and, thus, much
of our modern life would be impossible. Like clean water
from a tap, we take efficient international telecommunications for granted, and this is perhaps the real measure of
the achievement of the last hundred years.

By telex, words flash across continents, from keyboard to printer, bringing the instant messages needed in the speed of the modern age.
TELECOMMUNICATION JOURNAL - VOL. 32 No. 11 - NOVEMBER 1965
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The use of public telegraphy has declined since the
beginning of the present century, but since the early 1930's,
its place has been taken by telex, which might well be
called a private telegraph installation in home or office.
Its instantaneous nature and permanent record have made
it particularly valuable for commercial operations, and
since its inception the number of internationally linked
teleprinters has also been constantly on the increase. The
phenomenal rise of broadcasting in the 1920's, exceeded
only by the even steeper growth of television in the late
1950's and 1960's, is only a further proof that telecommunications follow closely the trend of scientific and
technological progress.

As the world telecommunication network grows daily vaster and
more complex, its equipment reaches nearer and nearer towards
technical perfection. Networks and equipment require international co-operation and standardization.

The social Effect of Telecommunications
In the air, at sea, or on land, telecommunications are
to-day an essential part of modern life. The more technologically advanced countries show this tendency in the
extreme, and most new and developing countries are
anxious to achieve the same.
To-day, thanks to radio, all aeroplanes and ships are
no longer isolated in the air or at sea. Many vehicles on
land, those of the police, the armed services, ambulances,
fire engines and numerous private cars and trucks have
their own system of radiotelephony, if they have no radio
for single-way reception. Wherever men and women
congregate, in an office building, a stock exchange, a club
or a University, in research laboratories, embassies,
hospitals or hotels, in every factory or newspaper building,
in an oil refinery or in a gold mine, there will be private
telephone exchanges. Many calls will be of an internal or
a local nature, but with the increasing interdependence of
one country's economy with that of its neighbours, more
and more telephone calls will be of an international nature.
All available statistics prove that the demand for international telephone calls has increased constantly since the
first international telephone line was installed.
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And in all telecommunications, whether national or
international, the ITU has played its highly significant
part. By laying down standards through its consultative
committees, by allocating radio frequencies, by regulating
telephone and telegraph traffic and charges across international borders, its constant and universal influence is
felt. In this book, we have traced briefly the historical
development of this influence, how it first was applied in
telegraphy, then through the telephone and finally through
radio and its diverse manifestations. It is only right and
proper that we finally pose the question: What is the
social effect of modern telecommunications on its millions
of users. A historical study of the social and economic
effect of telecommunications would require two further
volumes.
Every message sent by telegraph, every word spoken
over the telephone, or broadcast by sound, and every
picture sent by television, must have both a sender and a
recipient; the recipient is bound to be influenced by the
messages he receives, and if these messages are sent daily
by the million they have a widespread and cumulative
influence. Doctors the world over would find it difficult
to work without a telephone. Newspapers could not bring
up-to-the-minute news without telegraphy and airlines
could not be operated regularly and safely without constant use of radio links. Efficient medical services, rapid
dissemination of news, and good transport have a marked
social influence on the community, and these are only a
few of the many ways in which telecommunications affect
society.
Here we must distinguish between " private" and
" broadcast" telecommunications.
There can be no
doubt that private messages, by telephone, telegram and
teleprinter, have had a beneficial social effect. Rapid, if
not instantaneous, private communications are to-day
taken for granted, and any telephone user can get into
touch with almost any other, wherever he may be on this
earth. This fact alone has led to a vast exchange of views,
opinions and information. It has helped the recipient in
such mundane matters as planning his private affairs, and
it has given the statesman the possibility of settling
differences with other countries. Even if the message has
an intrinsically disturbing content, the ability to convey it
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Young lacly (right) is photographed by small television
camera in front of her. Her
television image is carried
from camera by the beam of
a laser (left) to a telescopelike optical receiver (rear
right). There it strikes a
photo cell, is converted into
original television signals
and placed on the television
screen (also rear right).
A device called an optical
modulator (left) is the key
to this demonstration. The
modulator was developed to
make possible communicacion
by means of a laser. It is
hoped that eventually one laser
beam will be able to carry
simultaneously one thousand
million telephone conversations
or one thousand television
programmes.

instantaneously may give time to plan counter-measures.
Every day hundreds of traffic accidents occur. The rapid
transmission of their location by radiotelephony will bring
police and-ambulance services to the rescue.
The social effect of " broadcast " telecommunication, by
sound or television, has so far been beneficial but also to
a certain extent detrimental. Here we must include the
sending of private telecommunications for public dissemination, such as press telegrams to newspapers and
press agencies. The press, sound broadcasting and television have undoubtedly been of infinite benefit to the
public. Above all, they have brought people in different
parts of the world closer together, showing their home
life, their work, their pleasures and troubles. This
exchange has not been without its deep social effect, and
has often extended further into the political realm.
To lonely and elderly people a radio or television set is
often the only link with the outside world. In the fields
of culture and education, the contributions of radio and
television have been immense. Standards of taste and
values have been raised, but have sometimes led to
uniformity of speech, by the loss of local dialects, and to
uniformity of personal belongings, partly through the
powerful advertisements on television. There is at present
a great deal of sociological research to determine if these
effects can be considered as beneficial or as detrimental to
the culture in which they occur. Neither Intervision, the
Eastern European television network, nor Eurovision, its
Western European counterpart, have so far carried
advertisements on their international television links.
There are other aspects of social welfare where radio
and television have brought together people from different

parts of the world. School education is perhaps the most
important aspect, showing programmes of a scientific
nature, and explaining the international co-operation of
scientists in their research work. Then there are many
other school programmes which set out to explain in
detail the habits and customs of other nations. The
growth in popularity of classical music or of modern art,
by composers, painters and sculptors of many different
nationalities has done much to break down cultural
The teaching of foreign
barriers between nations.
languages by radio, the viewing of international sports
events like the Olympic Games on television, the almost
worldwide participation in such rare public functions as a
Coronation ceremony, the inauguration or even the
assassination of a President, all these have had a tremendous social influence, leading to an acute awareness of
foreign affairs.
But at the same time, this very close proximity of
foreign affairs to the home, whether they enter through the
newspaper, the radio or through television, has demanded
an adult approach and an international understanding
that is only just beginning. Politicians who are using
television for their political statements are finding that
this medium reaches millions effectively but shows them
to their audience bare and bereft of the usual outward
symbols of power; their sincerity is thus put to a stringent
test. Similarly in foreign affairs, when news pictures show
the stark reality on television, the true facts of the situation
may become clear and bring about a conflict with established or pre-conceived concepts. Just as a social conscience was aroused during the last century by exposing
conditions in factories, so to-day a " foreign conscience "
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is beginning to form by seeing for oneself the conditions
in the new and developing countries. Hunger in one
country is no longer a national worry, it has through
telecommunications become an international concern.
There has been a realization amongst certain nations
But the
that they are indeed " their brother's keeper
increased tempo of modern life, largely due to efficient
national and international telecommunications, has
brought with it great demands on the individual recipient
of its messages. To absorb, retain and digest the constant
stream of information requires a mental background and
an understanding which is often absent. Or worse, when
present, it may break down and lead to an inability to handle the situation in a healthy and normal manner. Much
mental illness is blamed on the rapid tempo of our life, and
telecommunications cannot escape its share. But here again,
telecommunications have also had a beneficial answer to
offer. In certain European cities there is now a telephone
service, available for 24 hours, which those in mental
distress can dial. A qualified social worker is ready to give
advice and counsel, to dissuade the potential suicide, and
to pass on information about qualified medical and mental
help to the sufferer.
If we believe that close international understanding
amongst people is an essential part of progress then the
contribution of telecommunication towards it has been
outstanding. And with the continued growth of international communications by overland line, submarine
cable and by radio, and even by satellite, more people will
know more about their neighbours far and near. If this
trend is allowed to continue undisturbed, beneficial
effects for the whole of mankind are bound to follow.
One further aspect of the social effects of television must
be considered, particularly when it has become worldwide through communication satellites. When United
Nations debates in the General Assembly and in the
Security Council become visible to the whole of mankind,
then a further step will have been taken towards universal
peace and progress. Worldwide television will also have
a tremendous social impact on education, when teaching
programmes from one country can be shown in other
countries; although many of these will be recorded on
film or tape, their dissemination to world audiences of
young people will bring about more common understanding than any other channels of international telecommunications.
The future
It is possible to see certain trends in the scientific
development of telecommunications; the future of the
ITU itself can be forecast with considerable certainty.
One of the most interesting developments of the future
is already occurring in the field of the telephone. It is
likely that during the next decades the familiar dial will
be replaced by push-button selection on a worldwide
scale, working more quietly, efficiently, and giving rise to
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fewer mistakes. It is to be hoped, that international cooperation will ensure that only one single pattern will be
adopted by all the countries in the world.
Plans are already being implemented to install direct
automatic dialling between subscribers, not only from
country to country, but also from continent to continent,
and finally, across the whole world. This is perfectly
possible theoretically, but will require much work,
especially by the ITU, to bring it to fruition. In some
countries many telephone calls, although they could be
dialled, still require the intervention of a human operator.
As time goes on these manual services will no doubt be
replaced by new automatic exchange facilities.
Another exciting new development in the telephone
field will be the extension of TASI, the acronym for
Time Assignment Speech Interpolation. This has already
proved its worth on transatlantic telephone cables, and
consists of sampling, in time, a telephone conversation
many thousand times a second. When telephoning, a
speaker only takes up about 40 % of the time and is silent
for the remaining 60%. By fast electronic switching it is
possible to use the silent time for other telephone conversations. TASI will bring about a great economy in
frequency bandwidth in ordinary telephone services when
it is introduced during the next decades.
Pulse Code Modulation, PCM, is another kind of
sampling. Here the human speech is translated into
binary code and transmitted as such over telephone wires.
As this is a very rugged method of transmission, it is not
affected by background noise and hence constitutes a
great advantage.
Many other electronic improvements are about to
come into operation. One of these is miniaturization,
which will help not only telephones, but also radio and
television. A radio receiver the size of a wristwatch may
soon become a reality, and small portable television
receivers are already on the market. Further extensive use
of transistors will also help in the laying of submarine
cables, where at present their repeaters use radio valves.
It is confidently expected that before the end of the present
decade the first transistorized transatlantic cable will be in
existence, with 700 simultaneous telephone conversations.
All these developments are only examples of the extension
of present knowledge, already in an advanced stage of
testing.
But there are many other, even more exciting, possibilities in the field of telecommunications, so far only
at the stage of scientific experiment. Perhaps the most
interesting of these is the use of waveguides for the transmission of numerous communication channels. A 5 cm
diameter steel pipe filled with nitrogen can transmit
100000 simultaneous telephone conversations, or a hundred television channels, at the same time. A pipe of this
kind is not easy to manufacture, and because it must be laid
in a perfectly straight line, it is difficult to install. Moreover, the very nature of transmitting so many simultaneous
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conversations will present a difficulty in their use. There
are at present few locations where their maximum capability can be employed. But no doubt the ever-increasing
demands for communication channels will find waveguides ready when they are needed.
The telecommunication of data between computers is
another example of a new technique just beginning to be
utilized. Here the problem is one of translation. This
can be done by means of amplitude, frequency, or phase
modulation. There is no doubt that computers will
" communicate " to each other to a great extent in the
future.

are required, and these greatly increase the cost of communications and transmissions.
Finally, we might well stand at the brink of a telecommunications revolution as fundamental as the
invention of radio. Lasers, at present still research tools in
scientific laboratories, are opening up a vast new field of
the electromagnetic spectrum for telecommunications,
and thus with one stroke are removing one of the greatest
difficulties which has faced the ITU during its second halfcentury of existence. The allocation of radio frequencies

A fascinating future application of existing facilities is a
simple combination of electric typewriter and telephone.
With both these available by the millions, and standing
side by side on many office desks, only a little more
ingenuity and additional equipment would be needed to
permit electric typewriters to " write " to each other. This
would eliminate a large fraction of present day business
mail, and most of this " writing " could be done at night
and at accelerated speeds. In fact, there is no basic
reason why telex should not become as universal as the
telephone before the end of the present century.
There are innumerable further applications of telecommunication techniques which one can suggest, and
here two original ideas proposed by Hugo Gernsback, the
well-known American electronics engineer, deserve mention. One is the "instant newspaper" continuously
transmitted by radio directly to the reader. All the practical facilities for the transmission and reception of it are in
existence to-day. His second suggestion is concerned with
the field of medicine and the extension of the techniques of
telemetry. It has already been possible to monitor the
body functions, such as the heart beat, pulse rate and
temperature of an astronaut orbiting the earth, and
transmit these variables by radio to earth. Gernsback
suggested that this system could find far wider application
and would allow busy doctors to keep a check on many
hundreds of patients simultaneously. All that would be
required of the patient would be to wear an electronic
wrist transmitter no larger than a watch which would by
radio transmit to the doctor medical information.
However, the most exciting developments in all telecommunications will undoubtedly occur in space. It can
be predicted with a fair degree of certainty that many
telecommunications satellites will be in orbit during the
next decades. While a synchronous orbit of 42 000 km
above the centre of the earth might well be chosen in the
end, because the number of satellites in orbit is smaller
than with those in a closer orbit, the delay due to the
lengthy travel of the signals when more than one retransmission is employed may well be a factor against it.
On the other hand, however, synchronous satellites will
permit the public at large to receive in their own homes
the signals emanating from them with appropriate simple
receivers. With all closer orbits large steerable antennae

Three scientists examine their new triode laser.
The
intensity of the laser light can be modulated by varying the
voltage of a grid inside the laser tube. The grid controls
the electrons emitted from a cathode to have nearly identical
energies, and results in a hundredfold increase in efficiency
per electron over ordinary lasers. There are two lasers
parallel to each other in this photograph.

for ever-increasing needs has undoubtedly been one of its
major problems, but also one of the major successes.
The word " laser " is derived from Light Amplification
by Stimulated Lmission of Radiation. They were preceded by masers (Microwave Amplification by Stimulated
Lmission of Radiation) described by N. G. Bassov and
A. M. Prokhorov of the USSR first in 1954 and in 1955 in
the USA by J. P. Gordon, H. J. Ziegler and C. H. Townes,
who gave the name maser to this new device. A laser
produces a narrow beam of light which is monochromatic,
that is of a single sharply-defined colour or wavelength,
and coherent, that is with all its light waves in a regular
order. Lasers were theoretically predicted in 1958 by
Dr. C. H. Townes of Columbia University and by Dr. A. L.
Schalow of the Bell Telephone Laboratories. The first
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Sponsored by the ITU, a
world conference on space
communications opened in
Geneva on 7 October 1963.
More than 400 delegates from
about 70 countries attended
the five-week conference.
Here is ci general view of the
conference room just before the
meeting got under way.
Television cameras and
television receivers can be seen
in the conference hall, which
linked Geneva with the United
Nations in New York. The
Secretary-General of the
United Nations, U Thant,
sent his opening greeting to
the conference by means of a
communication satellite.

operating laser was built in 1960 by Dr. T. H. Maiman of
the Hughes Aircraft Company, also of the United States
of America. Lasers and their light beams have already
found many exciting scientific applications, from flashing
a light beam to the moon and measuring its reflection, to
the drilling of a diamond, and eye surgery.
But it is in the field of communications that lasers may
well prove to have their most outstanding application. A
light beam from a laser may be modulated by means of
radio, television or telephone signals. At the receiving end
a demodulator of the light beam would then reproduce the
original signal. As the information capacity of a communication carrier is directly proportional to its frequency,
and as the light portion of the electromagnetic spectrum
is at a very much higher frequency than those parts of the
spectrum conventionally used for radio signals, a laser
beam can carry a very large number of communication
messages. In fact a single laser produced light beam has
the theoretical ability to carry all the information transmitted by all the telephone lines in the world operating at
the same time.
So far only experiments have been carried out. The laser
has however all the disadvantages of light. It is greatly
attenuated by clouds, water vapour and fog. A possible
way of overcoming this difficulty might be to " pipe " the
laser beam through an evacuated pipe, in which no
atmospheric hindrances could exist. Another major
application of laser beams would be in the communication
of messages across space. There, a perfect vacuum would
allow light beams to carry for astronomical distances. If
past scientific developments are any guide to the future,
486

then laser beams are likely to bring many benefits to mankind.
But, whatever the future may hold in the scientific field
of telecommunications, and the few ideas mentioned
above will only prove a small sample of the developments
of the next century, one fact can be predicted with almost
complete certainty. The International Telecommunication
Union will be in existence in the year 2065. There could
not have been a more difficult time for an international
body to survive than the last hundred years, with the
invention of telegraphy, the telephone and the radio.
These three major inventions, and all other subsequent
developments, were absorbed by this international body
of experts, sometimes with difficulty, but without ever
leading to a splinter organization or the resignation of any
Members. In addition, the Union survived two major
world wars and a number of minor wars. At the end of its
first century the Union's prestige and its power are
greater than they have ever been before.
However, all human work and effort is but of a temporary nature. The telegraph, the telephone and the radio
equipment which we know so well to-day may well become
one day mere scientific curiosities of a museum. There are
many instances in the history of science and technology
where the supreme instruments of the day are later
relegated to the national collections. When this has
occurred, it can only be hoped that our present instruments of telecommunication will be preserved as evidence
and testimony of the immense patience, the consummate
skill and the astonishing ingenuity of their makers, and
of those who ensured that they were used efficiently on a
worldwide basis.
(Original language: English)
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Solar indices for
ionospheric propagation

A monthly
note from the CCIR

giving values of the basic indices for ionospheric propagation have been prepared by the Specialized Secretariat of the International Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR) in accordance with CCIR Resolution 4, Recommendation 371, and Report 246.
THE FOLLOWING TABLES,

Note: A considerable amount of information on ionospheric indices will be found in an article by C.M. Minnis, entitled Ionospheric
indices on pages 1-36 of the recent publication Advances in radio research, volume 2, edited by J.A. Saxton (Academic Press, London
and New York, 1964).
• Ip2 ****

Parameters:

$ R12 (smoothed mean, over twelve months, of the number of sunspots observed):
Year Month 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Year

Month

1965
1

1964 19 18 15 13 11 10 10 10 10 10 10 11

1966

31

10

14
2

35

25

3
38

11

12
28

4

(42)

1965 12 12 12 13

**** Data kindly supplied by the Department of Scientific and
Industrial Research, Radio and Space Research Station, Slough.

® IF (ionospheric index):
8

Month (year 1964)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

The figure in brackets is the value forecast six months in
advance.
Estimate of the error in IF predictions:
2

0(2)* 6(2)* 20(2)* 14(2)* 1(2)* -3(1)* 1(1)* -3(1)* 4(1)* 3(1)* -3(1)* -4(1)*

Month

(1965)

Maximum
Month (year 1965)
1

2

3

Minimum
4

5

6

7

8

9

Month

-7.5

(1966)

Maximum
7(1)* 5(1)* 20(1)* 18(1)* 10(1)* 15(1)* 17(1)* 12(1)* 9(1)* 6(1)*

+6

+7

10

11

+8.5
-12
1

+6.5

12
+8

.13.5

2

3

+5

4
+3

Minimum -15 -16.5 -17.5 -17.5

* The figures in brackets represent the number of values
of foF2 which have not yet reached the CCIR Secretariat,
and which have not therefore been taken into account in the
calculation of If2. For further details, see the Telecommunication Journal, April 1964, page 119.
With regard to the data contained in CCIR Report 246,
one ionospheric sounding station has ceased to operate—
Puerto Rico (in June 1963). The values of Ip2, that include the
figure (1) in brackets are therefore, as from the month of June
1963, definitive values for Ip2. Furthermore the sounding station
Fairbanks (College) did not operate during the period AugustOctober 1963. For this period the definitive values of lp2 are
those including the figure. (2) in brackets.

9 & (monthly mean value of solar noise flux) **:
Month

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Year
1964 74 76 75 76 69 69 67 69 70 73 73 78
1965 78 75 74 72 78 77 74 75 76 80

** Data kindly supplied by the National Research Council,
Ottawa.
Forecasts for the next few months (1 November 1965)***:
© Rl2
Year,

Month

1965

1966

19

1

2

3

23

25

26

10

11

21

12
22

*** Data kindly supplied by Professor Waldmeier, Federal
Observatory, Zurich.

Estimated error in forecasts of R12: ±10
Analysis of Ip predictions during 1963 and 1964
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NOTE ON THE INTERDEPENDENCE OF SOLAR
INDICES FOR IONOSPHERIC PROPAGATION
Recommendation 371 of the CCIR defines three solar indices:
1. R12, the 12-month running mean sunspot number, the
values of which have been known since the year 1749
2. IF„, the ionospheric index based on foF2 measurements
made at noon local time, by several ionospheric observatories; the values of this index have been known since
1938
3. 0, the monthly-mean value of solar radio-noise flux at
wavelengths near 10 cm; the values of this index have
been known since February 1947

At present, R12 is the index most widely used for ionospheric
predictions and is the basis for most methods of prediction.
Nevertheless, the final value of this index can only be ascertained after a delay of six months. On the other hand, the
values of the indices IF2 and & for each month are known at
the beginning of the following month and are regularly
published in the ITU Telecommunication Journal.
To facilitate comparison between these three indices, a
graphic study of the existing series of their values has been
carried out. The results obtained are given in the table and
graph below.

Empirical table of the " mean " interdependence of the values
R12, IF2 and <J>
Rl2
0
5
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200

IF
—
-15
-2
15
31
44
58
70
83
94
105
115
125
133
141
150
156
163
170
176
182
187
2

<£>

68
69
72
77
82
89
96
105
113
124
134
144
154
166
178
190
200
209
218
226
233
240

official

announcements

Invitations accepted to conferences or meetings external to the Union
Date

Organization

Nature of conference
or meeting

World Meteorological
Organization (WMO)

Technical Conference
On Meteorological
Telecommunications
in Africa

Place

Representatives

1965
1-12 November

9 November3 December

22-24 November

International Civil
Aviation Organization
(ICAO)

Fourth Air Navigation
Conference

International Radio-Maritime Thirthy-eighth Meeting of the
Technical Committee
Committee (CIRM)

Tunis

Montreal

Mr. J. A. GRACIE (IFRB)

Mr. J. ZIOLKOWSKI
(Vice-Chairman, IFRB)

London

Mr. Leslie W. HAYES
(Dir. ad interim, CCIR)
Mr. René PETIT
(Chairman, IFRB)

Geneva

Mr. J. Z. ZIOLKOWSKI
(Vice-Chairman, IFRB)
Mr. J. A. GRACIE (IFRB)

1966
1 February

International Civil
Aviation Organization
(ICAO)

Fifth EuropeanMediterranean Regional
Air Navigation Meeting
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INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION CONVENTION

INTERNATIONAL RADIO CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE

(GENEVA, 1959)

(CCIR)

Chile has approved the International Telecommunication Convention (Geneva, 1959).

The name of the Radio Corporation of Puerto-Rico has
been changed into ITT Cable and Radio Inc., Puerto-Rico.
INTERNATIONAL TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE

An instrument was deposited with the General Secretariat of the Union on 20 September 1965.
Singapore has acceded to the International Telecommunication Convention (Geneva, 1959).
The instrument of accession was deposited with the
General Secretariat of the Union on 22 October 1965.

CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE (CCITT)

The Compagnie des machines Bull, Paris has changed its
name into Compagnie Bull General Electric, Paris.
The name of the Radio Corporation of Puerto-Rico has
been changed into ITT Cable and Radio Inc., Puerto-Rico.
The United States Overseas Cable Corp. should be
listed as the United States Underseas Cable Corp.

Calendar of ITU conferences and meetings
Place

Title

Date

1965
International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee (CCITT) :
15-17 November

Working Parties of Study Group XV (12 Mc/s systems - Small coaxial pairs)

15-19 November

Study Group VI (Protection and specification of cable sheaths and poles)

22 November-3 December

Social Study Group A (Data transmission)

7-17 December

Working Parties of Study Group IX (Telegraph transmission)

14 September12 November

Geneva
Geneva
Brussels
Geneva
Montreux
(Switzerland)

Plenipotentiary Conference

1966
International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee (CCITT) :
10-21 January
14 March-6 May
9 May-4 June

Geneva

GAS 2 (Local telephne networks)

Geneva

Second session of the Aeronautical Conference
Administrative Council

International Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR) :
22 June-22 July

XIth Plenary Assembly

Oslo

International Frequency Registration Board (IFRB) :
5-16 September

Seminar on frequency management and use of the radio frequency spectrum

Geneva

List of recent and forthcoming publications
of the International Telecommunication Union
The following letters indicate the languages in which
documents are published:
S for Spanish
F for French
R for Russian
E for English
C for Chinese
Prices are in Swiss francs.

Note
A comprehensive list of all the publications of the Union
will be supplied free on request.

I. Publications issued since the last number of the journal
International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee
(CCITT):
List of phrases used in the international telephone service, August 1965
Multilingual edition in F, E, S, R, German, Italian, Polish, Portuguese, Swedish
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Instructions for the international telephone service (Instrucciones
para el servicio telefonico internacional), 1 July 1965
Spanish edition
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International Frequency Registration Board (IFRB):

Manual on high-frequency directional antennae
Separate editions in F, E, S.

Summary of monitoring information received by the IFRB
No. 110 (July 1965)
Trilingual edition F, E, S.
Summary of monitoring information received by the IFRB on the
use by broodcasting stations of the exclusive high frequency broadcasting bands (BC 8)
Period 29 August-4 September and 5-11 September 1965
Trilingual edition F, E, S.

Tape recording of different classes of emission and of the procedure
for dealing with interference problems
Original: English; French and Spanish translations.
International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee
(CCITT):
General Plan for the development of the international network in
Latin America, 1965-1968
*
Trilingual edition F, E, S.

II. Forthcoming publications

Directives

List of telegraph offices, 22nd edition, January 1966
Trilingual edition F, E, S.

Spanish edition possibly.

Summary of monitoring information received by the IFRB
No. Ill (August 1965)
Trilingual edition F, E, S.

Codes and abbreviations for use in international telecommunication,
2nd edition
Spanish edition.

Summary of monitoring information received by the IFRB on the use
by broadcasting stations of the exclusive high frequency broadcasting bands
6 Summaries per year:
4 Summaries related with the last and first weeks of any two
consecutive seasonal schedules
2 Summaries related with the seventh week of any four-month
seasonal schedule
Trilingual edition F, E, S.

Manual on the National telephone networks for the automatic service
Spanish edition.
List of definitions of essential telecommunication terms, Part I
Supplement No. 2 (Data transmission)
Multilingual edition in F, E, S, R.
End Plenary Assembly, New Delhi, 1960

High frequency broadcasting schedules
(4 publications per annum)
Trilingual edition F, E, S.

Red Book

List of broadcasting stations operating in bands between 5950 and
26 100 kc/s, 2nd edition (September 1961-August 1962)
Trilingual edition F, E, S.

mrd Plenary Assembly, Geneva, June 1964

Vol. V. Spanish edition.

List of international monitoring stations, 2nd edition, 1965
Trilingual edition F, E, S.

Table of international telex relations, on 31 December 1964
Trilingual edition F, E, S.
Alphabetical list of call-signs of stations other than amateur stations,
experimental stations and stations of the maritime mobile service
(List VIIB), 2nd edition, 1965
Multilingual edition in F, E, S, R, C.
International Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR):

Vol. I — List of participants. Minutes of the meetings of the
Plenary Assembly. Reports, Resolutions, Opinions. Study Groups
in 1964-1968. List of Questions to be studied in 1964-1968 —
Means of expression. Spanish edition.
Vol. II — Telephone and telegraph operation tariffs. Separate
editions in E, S.
Vol. m — Line transmission
Vol. IV — Transmission maintenance of international lines,
circuits and chains of circuits
Vol. VII — Telegraph technique

Vol. VI — List of participants. Reports to the Plenary Assembly.
Resolutions of a general nature. Place of the Xlth Plenary
Assembly, etc. Spanish edition.
Vol. VII — Minutes of plenary meetings. Spanish edition.

,, ,

Blue Book

Vol. VI — Telephone signalling and switching

Xth Plenary Assembly, Geneva, 1963

i
conditions Ofr sale

Vol. V bis — Additions and amendments (Quality of telephone
transmission and telephone apparatus)
Separate editions in F, E, S.

Report of the First Session of the Extraordinary Administrative
Aeronautical Radio Conference, Geneva, January-February 1964
Separate editions in F, E, S.

p

Red Book

Vol. VHI — Data transmission
Separate editions in F, E, S.
Vol. IX — Protection against disturbances. Protection of cable
sheaths and poles. Spanish edition.

All documents ordered from the General Secretariat of the ITU
(Place des Nations, 1211 Geneva 20, Switzerland) must be paid for
n
* advance. Documents must be paid for in Swiss francs when they
are ordered, unless a cash-on-delivery arrangement is requested.
Methods of payment:
a) Switzerland: postal cheque account - Geneve 12-50
b) Other countries: international postal order or bank transfer on
the Societe de Banque Suisse, Geneva.

The prices quoted include packing costs and carriage by surface mail.
As the General Secretariat of the ITU sells its publications on a non-profit-making and non-discount basis, no
reduction can be made to booksellers.
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published on the occasion of the CENTENARY
of the
INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION
%

One hundred years of successful,
uninterrupted progress in
international co-operation form
the subject of this fascinating
book of over 300 lavishly
illustrated pages

now available in
English, French & Spanish

It may be ordered from bookshops throughout the world or directly from the Publications
Service of the ITU, Place des Nations, Geneva

Price: 40 Swiss Francs - Special rates for Members of the Union

NEC leads the world
in the field of electronics

and telecommunications systems

The latest NEC development in space
communications is this gigantic 98 ft.
diameter steerable parabolic antenna and its
entire ground station equipment for space
communications. By way of orbiting space
communication relay satellites, it helped
Japan telecast last year's Tokyo Olympics to
viewers throughout the world.
This space communications system is just
one example of NEC's internationally
acclaimed electronics and telecommunications virtuosity. As the world's leading
manufacturer of telecommunications and
electronic equipment, NEC is a space age
pioneer in the development of many
important new products. Below are some
examples of NEC's leadership.

Telephone Equipment—NEC's new
Sagamihara Plant near Tokyo produces
crossbar switchboards, and is the world's
second largest facility of its kind. NEC is also
actively developing an electronic switching
system and some are in actual use.

Carrier Transmission Equipment—NEC
recently developed the world's most
advanced multiplex carrier system with 600
channels in one back-to-back unit. NEC was
the first manufacturer in the world to supply
a 2700-channel capacity super multiplex
coaxial cable carrier system and now NEC is
the most experienced company in this carrier
system.

Microwave Equipment—NEC supplied
96% of Japan's national microwave
network, second largest in the world. NEC
microwave technology has been exported to
the U.S.A., as well as modern microwave
systems to Mexico, India, Australia, and
Indonesia. The most advanced, most
dependable line-of-sight and over-the-horizon
systems come from NEC, including
1800-channel Capacity microwave systems.

Radio and TV Broadcasting Equipment
—NEC supplied 65% of all the Japan's
television stations, including satellite
stations. Australia, Taiwan, the Philippines,
Indonesia and many other countries use
reliable TV broadcasting equipment from
NEC. In the field of radio, NEC supplied
equipment for 60% of Japan's
medium-wave radio stations. NEC radio
broadcasting equipment is now operating
efficiently and dependably in Spain, Iran,
India and many other countries.

Navigation Equipment—TVFC's RAPCON
(Radar Approach Control) is a major advance
in air traffic control in this age of high-speed
jet aircraft.
Electronic Components—NEC's reliable
electronic components are the backbone of
NEC's highly integrated, top-performance
telecommunications systems.
Traveling-wave Tubes—NEC is proud
of the fact that it is the world's largest
manufacturer of traveling-wave tubes, which
are vital components in multichannel
microwave relay equipment.

MICRODISK Transistors—Flat and
miniature Microdisk transistors, produced
by a unique automated process, open up
exciting new possibilities for automated
circuit assembly.

This 98 ft. diameter antenna is Japan's link in the worldwide satellite TV communications system.
It was supplied by NEC to Japan's Radio Research Laboratory of the Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications.

NEC
Nippon Electric Company Limited
P. 0. Box 1, Takanawa,Tokyo, Japan
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PHILIPPINES

CANADA
Province of British Columbia, Canada — focal point of a

Island of Luzon, Philippines — focal point of a tropo-

pioneering tropo scatter communications system connecting Alaska, British Columbia, and the Continental
United States.
In creating this system, prime contractor Lenkurt
Electric Company of Canada, Ltd., a GT&E subsidiary,
selected internationally-proven tropo scatter radio relay
equipment by REL.
Operated by the British Columbia Telephone Company and the Alaska Telephone Corporation, also GT&E
subsidiaries, the privately financed system spans 344
miles in two giant leaps to provide a totally integrated
commercial telecommunications network.

spheric scatter system that provides a vital link in telecommunications between the Island Republic of the
Philippines and the Continental United States.
Here again GT&E, through its Lenkurt International
Division, selected radio relay equipment from REL —
world leader in tropo scatter.
Operated by the Philippines Long Distance Telephone Company, the 132-channel system spans undeveloped mountain terrain to provide an economical and
reliable communications link with international submarine cables to the United States.

Radio Engineering Laboratories (REL) is the world's only company devoted principally to the design, development, and production of tropo scatter
and microwave radio relay equipment serving communications needs in over 20
nations.
REL's more than 40 years'experience can provide a most economical and
reliable answer to your multichannel communications problems. Write for
further information, and for REL's special brochure "Credentials in Tropo
Scatter".

REL

RADIO ENGINEERING LABORATORIES
Division of Dynamics Corporation of America
Long Island City, New York, 11101

PCA

ROUTINE MAINTENANCE
— a routine job.
Checking and supervising present-day carrier systems should no longer take up
the time of highly qualified people. One of the important tasks for our designers
is to simplify maintenance on our equipment to what it should be, a routine job
carried out by easily-trained personnel.
Simple methods of maintenance require convenient and easily-accessible test
points, the kind you find in
the carrier systems of today and tomorrow

L. M. ERICSSON TELEPHONE COMPANY
LONG

DISTANCE DIVISION

STOCKHOLM 32 SWEDEN

Wherever you are... and whatever your appiication

.. .There's a Farinon Type PT Radio or Microwave System
for your low-density, point-to-point communications needs
OPERATING

FREQUENCY

72 - 108 Mc/s

POWER

OUTPUT

VOICE

CHANNEL

CAPACITY

50, 150 or 1,000w

132 - 174 Mc/s

40, 140 or 1,000w

216 - 328 Mc/s

20 or 100w

400 - 450 Mc/s

20 or 100w

450 - 470 Mc/s

20 or 100w

890 - 960 Mc/s

10w

1700 - 2700 Mc/s

5w

3, 8, 12 or 36-channel
bandwidth, with corespond
ing receiver IF selectivity

12 or 36 channels
36 channels

Now used in 27 countries, PT Radio and Microwave equipment is specifically designed to provide excellent performance, with maximum reliability, flexibility and economy, in
short-haul, low-density applications.
For example, the operating frequency, power output and
receiver selectivity may be converted in minutes to meet
new requirements by a simple field substitution of panels
. . . requiring only a screwdriver.
Power requirements also are adaptable. PT equipment
will operate from 105 to 250 volts, 45 to 66-cycle AC power
sources. DC operation is optionally available for output
powers up to 50 watts.
For information on this quality equipment, and all-solidstate equipment in the above frequency ranges, write to:

Farinon
ELECTRIC

A single source of complete radio multiplex systems.
935 Washington Street

7735 Old Georgetown Road

San Carlos, Calif. 94070

Washington, D.C. 20014

(Area Code 415) 593-8491

(Area Code 301) 657-4180

Farinon Electric of Canada, Ltd.
657 Orly Avenue
Dorval, P.Q., Canada
(Area Code 514) 636-0974

from AEI

the most

logical

switch of all

BEX.
THE REED ELECTRONIC EXCHANGE
• Electronic common control spatial switching system
• Reed relay precious metal speech path
• Economic high speed operation
• Unlimited provision for future facilities
• Full system security
• Up to 70% saving of floor space
• Complete flexibility for extension and traffic growth
• Minimal and simple maintenance
• Universal compatibility

the most advanced factory produced telephone exchange system in the world
Developed in conjunction with the G.P.O. and other British manufacturers under the auspices of the Joint Electronic Research Committee

AEI

IELECDMMIINICATIONS

Please write for further information to

LONDON S.E.18
ASSOCIATED ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED • TELECOMMUNICATIONS GROUP • PUBLIC TELEPHONE SYSTEMS DEPARTMENT • WOOLWICH •
TA2752

N E R A

PRESENTS
300 channel
microwave system
Total solid state
TOTAL SOLID STATE TRANSMITTER
AND RECEIVER
no klystrons
TUNNEL DIODE PRE-AMPLIFlER
low noise figure
HETERODYNE REPEATERS
low intermodulation
DIRECT BATTERY OPERATION
low power consumption
CRYSTAL CONTROLLED LOCAL
OSCILLATORS
no AFC problems
SOLID STATE SERVICE CHANNEL
AND ALARM SYSTEM
no relays
SOLID STATE SWITCHING
.... virtually no switching interruption
COMPLETE TWO WAY DIVERSITY
REPEATER IN ONE SINGLE CABINET
small space requirements

NERA

MANUFACTURERS OF MICROWAVE AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
HEAD OFFICE & SALES: P.O.BOX 7033 H OSLO 3. NORWAY - TELEPHONE 46 19 50 • TELEX 1144 • CABLE WIRELESS"
DEVELOPMENT & WORKS: P.O.BOX 2382 BERGEN. NORWAY

LAND,

SUBMARINE,

RADIO

AND

SPACE

CIT

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

CROSSBAR TELEGRAPHIC
SWITCHING CENTERS
CIT Telegraphic switching equipments are designed for use in fully
automatic lineswitch telegraphic networks; they include three types of
switching centers:
— main centers with 100 to 2 000 lines
— satellite centers with 100 to 200 lines
— concentrators: 32 lines
Putting to full use the inherent flexibility of the Crossbar switch, CIT
equipments are suited to actual
requirements with a built in capability
of relatively simple expansion. Thus
the rising demand for communica- j,
tions facilities of this type can be met \
progressively.
CIT Telegraphic Switching Centers
use the same equipments whether
they handle public (Gentex) or
private (Telex) traffic.
Since 1946 the CIT has designed and
manufactured all the fully automatic
telegraphic equipments installed in
the French Network.
Ask for complete information
CIT — Departement Commutation
2, rue de I'lngenieur Robert-Keller
Paris 15
Tel. 828.38.70
Telex 20.021 Paris
e

COMPAGNIE GENERALE DlLECTRICITf

LES CABLES DE LYON
CIT-COMPAGNIE INDUSTRIELLE DES TELECOMMUNICATIONS

FROM GT&EI WORLDWIDE HELP FOR YOUR
COMMUNICATIONS PROJECT
GT&EI has a unique ability to focus worldwide resources on a communications project.
Take the telecommunications network now being built in Trinidad and Tobago, West Indies.
Financing, design, engineering and supply help are coming from Italy, Puerto Rico and
three locations in the U.S.A. The supervising team is drawn from GT&EI (U.S.A.), and two
subsidiaries—Automatic Electric in Colombia, Lenkurt in Canada; the training staff
from U.S.A. and Canada.
Trinidad is only an example. Our widespread skills have also been used in Australia,
Argentina, New Zealand, Venezuela, Uruguay, Panama, Tunisia, Morocco. In more than
30 countries, in recent years.
Each part of the GT&EI complex has specialized capabilities. A11 are available to you
from one source. So you can be sure of the most reliable and economical answers at every
stage—from initial idea through system installation, operation and maintenance.
How can you call upon the capabilities of GT&EI? Contact your GT&EI representative.
This map shows how near he is.
If you have a telecommunications job to be done, a call, telegram or letter will bring him
to your office. Or write to General Telephone & Electronics International,
Telecommunications Division, 730 Third Avenue, New York, New York 10017.
Cable: GENTELINT U.S.A. NEW YORK.

GT&E

GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS INTERNATIONAL

GLOBAL

RESOURCES

GT&EI WORKS AROUND THE WORLD

MULTIPLICITÉ

DES

CONTROLES

SÉCURITÉ

La regularite des films magnetiques
PYRAL est le resultat des controies
auxquels ils sont soumis lors de
leur fabrication : regularite d'epaisseur du support vierge, lot d'oxyde
magnetique, enduit magnetique et
regularite de son depot, largeuret
perforations du film, effacement
assurant un film sans bruit de fond.

DES

RÉSULTATS

un rendez-vous a ne pas manquer
du 3 au 8 fevrier 1966
a Paris porte de Versailles

The consistency of properties of
PYRAL magnetic film results from
the checking operations performed
during the manufacturing process :
thickness constancy of raw-base,
batch of magnetic oxide, magnetic
coating mixture and coating constancy .film width and perforations,
film being properly erased : which
ensures freedom from ground noise.

FILMS MAGNETIQUES 16 mm * MAGNETIC FILMS 16 mm

la 1™ confrontation mondiale de I'ann6e
au salon international des

COMPDSANTS
ELECTRONIOUES

PYRAL

les plus recentes decouvertes dans
le domaine de I'electronique :
tous composants, tubes et semiconducteurs, appareils de mesure
et de controle, electroacoustique...
pour tous renseignements et documentation :

S. D. S. A. 16. RUE DE PRESLES - PARIS 15' - TEL 273.24.70

BANDES MAGNETIQUES 6,25 * MAGNETIC TAPE 1/4"
Les bandes magnetiques 6,25 PYRAL sont fabriquees sur support
acetate, polyvinyle et polyester.
Les bandes acetate et polyester sont
prevues pour travailler avec une
polarisation inferieure de 15% a
celles fabriquees sur support polyvinyle.
Les premieres conviennent mieux
aux appareils utilisant une egalisation conforme aux normes ASA,
les secondes sont prevues pour les
materiels regies selon les normes
C.C.I.R.
•'

The 1/4" PYRAL magnetic tapes
are manufactured on acetate polyvinyl or polyester.
The acetate and polyester tapes
should be used with a bias inferior
by I 5% to that of the tapes achieved'
on polyvinyl base.
The first ones are better adapted
to equipments using an equalization
compatible with ASA standards,
whereas the second ones suit equip- NOM :
ments adjusted according to the
FIRME :
C.C.I.R. standards.

Documentation complete sur demande. Write for full details.
47 RUE DE L'ÉCHAT - CRÉTEIL - (SEINE) FRANCE

Demande de carte d'invitation
à découper suvant le pontillé et
à adresser à :
S. D. S. A. Relations Extérieures
16, rue de Prestes - Paris 15e

ADRESSE :

(§)

SALON INTERNATIONAL DES COMPOSANT ELECTRONIQUES

Portable and Fixed Station Equipment for

MICROWAVE TELEVISION LINKS
The Pye PTC. M1000 microwave equipment is available in both portable
and fixed versions for the transmission of television programmes, including
sound, over long distances. With one watt transmitter power, excellent
performance can be maintained over single links of up to 50 miles or more.
Operating frequencies can be anywhere in the band 5925-7750 Mc/s, with
excellent frequency stability. In portable form, complete link comprises four
luggage type cases plus aerials and tripods, and is easily assembled on site.
Fixed type equipment is mounted in six foot enclosed cabinets.

PYE TELECOMMUNICATIONS LIMITED
CAMBRIDGE • ENGLAND • TEL: TEVERSHAM (CAMBRIDGE) 3131 • TELEX 81166

llRELLI

GENERAL

TELECOMMUNICATIONS CABLES
Pirelli General are in a position to advise on
complete Telecommunications schemes and
are organised to manufacture and install
cables for distribution and trunk services;
also carrier and all types of coaxial cables.
Pirelli General also manufacture cables to
meet special requirements of Public Utilities
or of industry.
PIRELLI GENERAL CABLE WORKS LIMITED SOUTHAMPTON TELEPHONE SOUTHAMPTON 20381

TELEPHONE CABLES
the

makers

techniques

with…

experience

paper-polytene-moisture

1837-1965

barrier-water

block-coaxial

audio-1,500,000 pair miles a year
capacity

current

coaxial-5000 tube miles a year

export

orders

exceed

£

7,000,000

CABLE • PLANNING • INSTALLATION
"ELEPHONE

CABLES

LIMITED

•

DAGENHAM

•

ENGLAND

Receivers
ahead of HF Exigencies

Blockhuilding

H

F

Philips new channelized HF receiving system has been designed
to give high stability and added reliability. All units in the
system are fully transistorized,making full use of printed circuit
techniques. Construction is based upon the modular principle,
allowing front access to each unit; this permits easy assembly
and maintenance of systems. The system is channelized by the
allocation of a separate pre-tuned RF unit for each operating
frequency. Frequency selection can be made simply by switching
into circuit the RF unit concerned, either at the receiver or by
remote control. The system provides a choice of facilities for the
reception of DSB, SSB,ISB and FSK signals.
The use ol transistors not only helps to achieve the
reliability essential for a remotely controlled system
but it also means considerable savings in space and
power consumption.

PHILIPS
N.V. PHILIPS' TELECOMMUNICATE INDUSTRIE-HILVERSUM -THE NETHERLANDS

TELEPRINTER
MODEL 5

G.N.T.

Modern

in

desing,

versatile

in

performance,

reliable
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